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PRICE 4 CENT«

ATTACKED BY
FRANKLIN CO.
MRS. RAYMOND’S
SUNDAY SCHOOL
VISIT OF SHER
A LOUP-CERVIER
TEACHERS
HOME BURNED
CONTEST CLOSED
BURNE CHAPTER
The annual convention
of
the Large Loss From Fire and Live
The Blues Win and Are Enter-] Signal Light Chapter Entertains. In
Franklin County Teachers’ AssociaStock
Burned.
tained By the Reds.
j Lion will be held' at .Merrill
Hall
Its Usual Hospitable" Man
jin the Normal Building, Farmington,
ner.
April
Farmington, Mar. 18, 1915. i beginning Thursday evening,
The farm buildings of Mrs. Emma
(Special to Maine Woods.)
29, and continuing through Friday,
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Raymond situated in Avon,
about
Eustis, Me., March 23.—The Sun
! April 30.
A program of exceiptional
(Special to Maine Woods.)
2
1-2
miles
from
this
village
were day school contest between the Reds
This morning as Edward
Holley interest has been arranged, a featKingfield, March 24.—tSignal Light
totally destroyed by fire in the early and Blues was celebrated by a sup
went to the
spring where he gets ure of which will he an address by
Chapter O. E. S. entertained Tuesday
part of last evening.
per and entertainment, given by the
evening, March 23, Sherburne Chap
the water he caught sight of an ani- Rabbi Stephen S. Wise
of
New
Monday
Alton Peaisc, the
son of Mrs. Reds at the schoolhouse,
ter of Phillips ’in numbers about 35
mal.
Mr. Holley was without wea ¡York City on “ The War against War’’ Raymond was in the hay loft with a evening, March 22.
The room, was
or “ Is War Cureless?” Rabbi Wise is
who came to Kingfield by
special
pons, not having even
a pocket
Was crowded and everyone was in good train.
an unusually fine speaker to secure |lantern and in . some way it
Work on two candidates was
spirits.
knife. He dropped a pail and seiz- ■for a co,Unty association and bis ttme- overturned setting fire to the hay,
exemplified by the local degree staff.
After a few songs, the speaker of
ed a club as the animal, which was ly topic will undoubtedly furnish a and in trying to put the fire out
The address of welcome was given
the evening, Mr. Sprague, arose and
by Worthy Matron, Mrs. Edina Mit
a bob cat, sprang at him. Dodging, treat for his hearers.
M. R. Keyes, Mr. Pease’s hands were badly burned
made the opening remarks,
Which
Phillips and he was obliged to come to the
chell, of Signal Light Chapter and
he struck at the cat but missed him. farmer principal of the
brought forth appl'ause.
remarks were made by W. M., Mrs.
schools, is president of the associa village to have his injuries attended
As the animal turned he Struck at.
Mr. Robinson, captain c,f the Reds,
by a physician.
O. H. Hersey, W. P., Mr. Carl Beedy
tion.
it again and missed it the second
Nine cows, two liogs and 18 head then announced readings, declamat and Judge James Morrison of Phillitps
of young stock were burned.
The ions, music. T ie selections given by Chapter.
time.
Before it coiild spring
at
Fersist in Belief.
Mrs. Taylor, Miss Taylor, Mr. Rob
horses,
one
pair
of
cattle
and
the
There was a large attendance at
him the third time he struck
and
Only believe in your idea, and It
hens were saved. The house was en inson and Mr. Arnold ivere particul this meeting, nearly 100 from both
will
carry
you
through
eyery
difficulty.
stunned it.
Then he
finished it
arly' good.
Chapters. A supper of cold chicken,
If you live you will do great things; tirely destroyed and the connecting
The remarks by Mr.
Gilpatrick
with a few more blows and
like if you die, well, how can you die bet-1 shed between filled with wood and
cold ham, mashed potatoes,
cran
Joe Knowles lie had killed it with a ter? And your idea will not die.— j aliso a large amount of wood in the were very appropriate and showed berry sauce, salads, hot rolls, cake,
club.
The cat weighed about
25 |Hubert Hervey.
dooryard, probably in all more than that there is plenty of good, mater coffee, dutch cheese, tarts, ic.e cream
pounds and measured four feet from
---- —-— ----- --------,$200 worth.
There was time to sav ial and ability jn Eustis when oc olives, was served.
The waiters,
casion demands it.
tip to tip.
eight of the young men who perform
Optimistic Thought.
quite a part of the household goods
Everyone was hungry by this time. ed their duties in a creditable man
Mr. Holley has had many advent- j
A true genius may be known by this as the house burned last.
ures as a hunter and trapper,
but | sign, that the dunces are all in con
The long shed across the
road Mr. Robinson announced supper and ner, were Roscoe Tufts, Albert Landnone as exciting as this one.
federacy against him.
from the house filled with wood and the tables which looked inviting were er, Phil Huse,. Harry Tufts, Harold
the automobile and building
were quickly filled; oyster stew, cake, hot BQy(nton> Will!Stanley, Herschel Boyncoffee and fancy crackers were serv-1 ton> Lorenzo Wymian.
not
burned.
The Place W here Y ou Can A lw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
ed in abundance by Mr. Payson Lisli-}
Mrs. Raymond had recently
had
ernesis, as head waiter, Mr. Tcm Lan- “ "
T IM P O N D C A M P S
many repairs made on the interior ders, Mrs. Arnold, Mrs. Look,
Mr. Studebaker car which had been sent
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Flv and Bait Fishing. , Lake and of her home, a bath room
added, O’Neil and their assistants. Supper to the station for his use.
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
and had purchased an automobile, was ended by cheers for the Reds
The attending party consisted of
tand as she remarked recently
was and Blues, after which followed King Louis Reycnoft, Butch’s private sec
J U L IA N K . V IL E S & SO N , Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
Igoing to try and take life a little ing and games. Tlhe entertainment retary; Matty Baldwin—yes, the only
] easier this summer, as she has al- closed by singing “ Good Night Lad and original Matty— Butch’s physis
j ways been a hard working woman,
ies,” and everyone voted it a good cal director, and Roy Atkinson cf the
To find out about it, write to
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
j Since the death of her husband j time,
There were over 75 people Boston Pest.
E D . G R A N T (Si S O N S C O .
He who would exchange his statue
Andhis presence we feel,
a few years ago she has carried on ] there
for a Portland *boride was the cent
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
tb.e farm most successfully and is a
Soon Spring will be here
er of all attention.
very capabDe woman.
She has the
G R A N T S’ CAM PS
And the song of the reel.
In an interview with a Press re
sympathy of everyone in this great
porter he said:
“ At the station I
financial loss.
met Mr. Parker of The Press, who
Some estimate the loss to be be
led me. With, my suit, to the waiting
tween five and six thousand dollars,
M o u n ta in
X;
car.
With me was my private sec
while others say that it will be more
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*Id M aine
retary, Louis Raycroft; my physical
than that. The farm, was well) stock
Bald M ountain Cam ps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e;•:<
ed with farming tools and these were Roy” Apt ,to Carry Off “ ButchY ’ director, Matty Baldwin, champion
iu n tic L ake. N ear the best fishing: grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to cam ps—T eleph one conn ections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
ty
lightweight of New England and Roy
all burned.
We understand
that
Prize.
v
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain. Maine
Atkinson of the Boston Post, who
there was $3,500 insurance.
came along as a friend to see that
Mrs. Raymond and family are stopPortland, March 23.—Joilm Jay Mo I got a square deal from the Port
ping with Mr. and Mrs. Dana W itham ■Devitt of Wilikesbarre, Penn.,
the land girls.”
at this time.
j self-styled king of merriment
and
A photograph in tlhe Press show
____________________
|dispenser of laughter, the so-called ed the party as they were being es
j millionaire-for-a-d®y or d known
to corted to the Studebakr oar at the
Ithe world as “ Butch,” is quartered, Union station.
The Man on the
|
Mountain View, Main?
|
not in the bridal suite, but quite as Job (Roy Atkinson) was standing in
comfortably—at the Falmouth hotel the car.
Por fu rth e r p a r tic u la r s w rite or a d d re ss
:j|j
whose guest lie will he for the next
L. E. B 0 W L E V ,
|
three days..
THE
T W O N E W E X H I B I T S FOR
“ Butch.,” his laugh, his statue and
i Mountain View,
»
*
*
M a in e Messrs. Bert Kempton and Walter
M
U
S
E
U
M
.
Hodges found what they considered a a retinue of close friends arrived in
very phenomenal growth of wood the city yesterday afternoon o<n t; .3
General John T. Richards, former
while surveying some land for H. P. 4.35 train from Boston—Britoh rnd
party in a puLIman coach, the statue Governor of the Soldit-rs’ National
Dill in Weld recently.
in the baggage car. A
crowd cf Home at.Tagus, has presented to the
They found one basswood
tree
several hundred, including ladies cf state museum two excellent exhibits,
that measured eight feet and one
all ages, some attended by male es one a group of go’den pheasants in a
inch in circumference and they judg
corts and others attended only
Ly case and the other a pure white seal,
ed it to be 45 feet tail, and it was curiosity and perhaps., a hope, greet
whidvis also in a case with a fine back
smooth and clear.
Another
tree,
ed the wife-hunter with spmething ground
Curator Thomas A. James
hemlock was 10 feet and 11 inches in
like a demonstration es he mjade bis was very much pleased at the receipt
THE RANGELEY LARES AND D E A D RIVER REGION girth and 36 feet tall.
way out of Union station to t! ie big ¡o f these exhibits.
They found all of the growth un
offers ninny a ttr a c tio n s to th e F IS H E R M E iN . • T h e n u m  usually large and fine. There are
erous L a k es, Ponds and S trea m s in th is te r rito r y are 210 acres in this lot and it joins
A
P O N D C -\
Avon.

No Hunting Adventure as Exciting
as This.

ATKINSON ONE
OF THE PARTY

j Mountain View H o u s e

{

MONSTER TREES
ON DILL’S LAND

SPRING FISHING
Will Soon Be Here

HE

well stock ed an d a c o n tin u o u s su p p ly o f fish is p r o v id e d
for by w ise law s, w e ll e n fo r c e d .
'Phis r e g io n is easily
reached in o n e d a y fro m ' B oston.

ORCHESTRA CLUB
ORGANIZED

You will m ake no mistake by arranging for your SP R IN G
FISHING T R IP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
with good map, free on application.
F. N. B E A L ,

General Manager,

Come to my house;—A real hom e nest.

Just under

Mount B igelow ’s lofty crest.

Ify"U want fiishing, hunting, health and rest
Please p u t my statem ents to the test.
If you come just once, you'll find it true.
We have th e m all, and m ore, to offer y o iH
Now don’t g e t worried,—You c a n ’t g et “ blue
In the c e n t e r o f ‘ Y lo d ’s own C oun try” .

HOTEL BLANCHARD,
ST R A TTO N M A IN E ,

E. H. G R O S E . Prop.

Phillips,

The Wilton String Orchestra Club
was organized at Wilton,
February
22, with the following members :E.

Maine.

Those to Be envied.
Those are most to be envied who
soonest learn to expect nothing for
which they have not worked hard
and who never acquire the habit of
pitying themselves overmuch, even if
in after life they happen to work in
vain.—Lord Macaulay.

LD

H. Knapp, manager, 1st banjo and
j mandolin; Will Chaney, instructor,
1lst mand'o lln. oaxllBobtjM , 1st violin
: _
lst mandolin; J. C.
_
’
,
BIlllS> 2nd mandolin; Guy
Bernard,
2nd mandolin; E. N. Foigg, 2nd mandolin; H. Melendy, 2nd mandolin;
; Floyd Whittemore, solo banjo.;
Archie Swett, solo banjo; B. J. Cox,

Ancients Knew Quicksilver.
) Odd and Even.
The discovery in an Austrian cemeHis Wife—“ I don’t want you to be
coming home at such odd hour.” Hus tery of glass mirrors dating fiom the
band—“All right, dear, I’ll try to make second or third century upset the,
It four instead ’ of three.”--Philadel- ] theory that the ancients depended on
phia Eulletin
polished metal to see themselves.

Drums, piano and other string into he added. inter.

F R E D H E N D E R S O N , Pro p ,,

Jackm an, M aine

M A IN E

WILL CATER TO
THE TOURIST
Portland is to have a summer tour
ist hotel at the East End, known as
Ye Longfellow Inn.
For some years a good many peo
ple have wondered why a hotel of
this sort has not been erected
in
such an admirable location command
ing as it does a view of a large
part of the harbor and islands and
the Falmouth shone, and Harry H.
Pease, a prominent resident of that
section of the city has, it seems, con
templated at various times building
a hotel for the accommodation
of
summer visitors.
With the prospect of a
recordbreaking travel to Maine this season,
Mr. Pease has decided to bring his
long cherished dream to a realiza
tion,, and so on Tuesday he will be
gin alterations on his fine
thrteestory apartment house at the corner
of Eastern promenade and Wilson
street in order to convert it into a
tourist hotel.
Mr. Pease said last
night that no addition will be made
to the building this spring, but only
such changes will be made as are
absolutely necessary.
In fact, the
house is so well fitted for the bus
iness which its owner js about to
undertake, that in all
probability
but a short time will be required for
the work.
Another season,
how
ever, Mr. Peaise may make some ex
tensive alterations.
M A IN E

CENTRAL

TO

RESTORE

SO M E T R A I N S .

The Maine Central railroad has an
nounced that a number of trains
that had been taken off the road
during the winter season would he

WOODS,

restored on May 8.
These include No. 127 leaving Port
land for Bangor at 1.20 a. m., and
known as the second pullman, train
No. 16 leaving Bangor at 12.25 for
Boston.
On the Dover and Foxcroft branch
the trains leaving Newport at 1.20
p. m. for Foxcroft and the
train
leaving Foxcroft at 12.01 noon for
Newport will be restored.
A number of trains on the Wash
ington county road will be restored.
Train No. 127 will leave Bangor at
6 a. m. for Washington
county.
Train No. 115 will leave Bangor at
10.30 a. m. for Mt. Desert ferry and
train No. 118 will leave Mt. Desert
ferry at 9.50 p. m.
Between Bangor and Mattarwanikeag train No. 93, which now leaves
Bangor at 7.30 a. m. for Old Town,
will be extended to Mattawamkeag,
and train No. 96 will be
restored
leaving Foxcroft at 12.01 noon for
for Bangor.
On the Bucksport branch, service
of trains Nos. 432 and 433, between
Bangor and Bucksport, will be re
stored on and after Monday, May 3.
On the Mountain division; train No
158 from Portland at 1.10 p. m. also
train No. 155 from Beecher Falls at
5.45 a. m. will be restored between
Lancaster and Bartlett, on the same
schedule as previous to Dec. 28.
On and after Monday, April 5, the
Bridgton & Saco River railroad will
perform service connecting atB ridgton junction with Maine
Central
Mountain division trains Nos.
154,
158 and 168 for all stations includ
ing Bridgton and Harrison; return
ing Harrison, Bridgton and jntermedperform service connecting at Bridgjunction with Main« Central trains
Nos. 151, 155 and 163.

L IV E A N IM A L TRA P

onthe

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GA TG f t ’ EM A L I V E A N D M A K E M O R E M O N E Y

TR A P PE R S SUPPLY COMPANY
B © X W, ©AK PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips, - Maine

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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DOINGS AT THE
LEGISLATURE

Senate

Reports

AUTOMOBILE
TRAVEL TO BE BIG

Legal Affairs—ought to pass in
new draft on act to incorporate the
Oquossoc Light & Power Co.; ought
The heaviest artery of tourist
to pass in new draft on act to de
Passed to Be Enacted.
fine and make certain the authority travel into Maine is the Portsmouthof school boards over school grounds, Portland highway which it is ^
mated handles about 90 per cent 0f
An Act to authorize the Municipal property and buildings.
this traffic.
Much of this spread*
Light and Power Company to de
Inland Fisheries and game—Ought
out on reaching Portland, and m>.
crease its capital stock.
to pass on act relating to fishing in
An Act to amend, revive and ex- Ellis pond in Somerset county, plac doubtedly one of the next heaviest
t *nd the charter of the Stratton ing a close time on the pond during routes of travel in Maine is tie
highway between, Portland and Bruii.
Water Company.
the month of September of each year.
swick and thence on to Rockland
An Act to amend S.&etron 2 of
On motion by Mr.
Herrick of These two important roads will
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, Franklin,, House 563, “An Act
Ad well taken care of by the bond issue
as amended by Chapter 206 of the ditional to Chapter 32 of the Revis
Two of the heaviest routes of travel
Public Laws of 1913, relating to fish ed Statutes, as amended by Chapter
in Maine are the road between Po^.
ing in tdie pools at Upper Dam and 206 of the Public Laws of 1913, re
land and Fryeburg, via
Bridgton
in the river running from said pool lating to fishing in Bent’s Pond, sowhich band>les most of the White
to Lake Molly ch u n k mnnik, in
the called, in the town of New Sharon in
Mountain business into Maine and
county of Oxford.
Frahklin County, and in the town that between Portland, Lewiston and
An Act to enlarge the powers of of Vienna in Kennebec County” was Augusta, which takes care of %
the Portland Female Charitable So taken from the table.
tremendously heavy Poland Spring
ciety.
Rangeley lakes, Bangor and practical
An Act to create a board of ex
ly all of the central and northern
IN
S P R A G U E ’S
amination and registration of nurses. ‘GOOD S T U F F ’
Maine traffic.
These two routes
JOURNAL.
probably will receive no improvement
An Act to amend Section 34 of
from the bond issue in Cumberland
Chapter 15 of the Revised Statutes,
Number B,f the closing number of county and it is believed that prison
as amended by ¡Qhapter 173 of the
Public Laws of 1911, and Chapter 78 Volume 2 of Sprague’s Journal Of labor could he used on them to the
of the Public Laws of 1913, relating j Maine History, has been, issued. Its greatest advantage.
to thje employment of superintendents prominent feature is an
extended
With tire completion, probably thissketch of Col. John Allan of Passa- year, of tlie section of the Ports
of schools.
by mouth-Port,la nd state highway fa
An Act to amend Section 1 of maquoddy, who was appointed
Chapter 203 of the Public Laws of the general court of the Massachus tween Dunstan and Saco, it is prac
county1*
1903, relating to the preservation of etts Bay Colony as superintendent tically certain that Ycrk
town records of births, marriages and of Indian affairs in Eastern Maine »bare of the $2 ,000,000 bond issue
For this
and served under General Washing will also be exhausted.
deaths previous to the year 1892.
reason
it
is
believed
that
prison
hiton
in
that
capacity.
He
had
en
An Act in relation to the collect
tire control of the situation during or should he used upon the roads
ing and preserving of plans of town
the period of the Revolutionary War. throughout this important section as
ships and other properties.
This
from. the pen
of
Mr. the only road money to be used in
An Act to, enable Newcastle Lum
the future in York county, outside ot
Sprague,
editor
of
the
Journal,
vivid
ber Company to erect and maintain
ly portrays the leading events in Col. the State-aid funds, will have to come
piers and booms in Big Wood pond in
|Allan’s career, and the important from the towns in that district. ,
Somerset county.
With York and Cumberland coun
work which he performed at that
An Act to amend Section two of
ties taking care of practically nine|time.
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
The only other historical writer tenths of the tourist travel coming
as amended by Chapter 206 of the
in t o Maine, it is absolutely necessary
Public Laws of 1913, relating to fish Iwho lias ever given attention to Col. that they have the very best roads
Kidder,
ip
ing in Rapid River, between Lower ' Allan was Frederick
so the travelers will not
become
j
“
Eastern
Maine
and
Nova
Scotia,”
Richardson Lake and Umbagog Lake,
discouraged on first entering Maine
j
published
in
1867.
Since
Kidder
and in Ponds-in-the-River, in
the
and retrace their steps after ~eariv
Iwrote this, there have appeared sevcounty of Oxford.
ing Portland.
With the completing
, eral volumes of the Documentary His
An Act to amend Section 2
of
cf
tile
Portsmouth-Portland
highway
: tory of Maine, compiled from
the
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
the coming summer, this possibility
Ivast mass of documents gathered by
as amended by Chapter 206 o f the
is eliminated, but there are a vast
Hon. James P. Baxter, and known
Public Laws of 1913, relating to ice
number of important roads branch
as the Baxter Manuscripts.
fishing in Lower Kezar Pond in the
ing both north and south from this
Mr. Sprague ha® evidently studied State highway which should l*e re
town of Fryeburg, in Oxford county
and in the town of BridgLm, in Cum these with great care and they cast built and maintained.
much light upon this subject, which
berland county.
was not accessible to writers at that j
MOOSE P R O T E C T E D
An Act to amend Section 10 of
time.
Chapter 116 of the Revised Statutes,
The matter relating to Col. Allan,
It has been a tedious pro and coo
relating to the compensation of flsli
prepared
in
a
most
interesting
man
argument
regarding the length of the
wardens.
ner, is assuredly an important ad close time which slhall be placed up
An Act to amend Section 1 of
dition to Maine History. It also con on bull moose.
Beyond
question.
Chapter 380 of the Private and Spec
tains, as usual, valuable
historical Maine moose will be protected, they
ial Laws of 1909, relating to the
matter with a complete
index of shall not be allowed to vanislh from
taking of lobsters and the setting of
this volume.
the face of the earth the way the
lobster traps in the waters of GouldsAdirondack moose have.
boro, Eden, Trenton, Lame in e, Han
More and more the citizens of
JI ST F I S H I N ’.
cock, Sullivan and Sorrento.
Maine realize that the dream of Hon.
An Act establishing a close time
Frank E. Guernsey, to have a gigan
on lobsters in certain waters of Han Jist a lazin’ round, I ding it,
tic game park near the base of Mt.
Till it seems I can’ t git set
cock county.
Katakdin, is approaching realization.
Fur to settle down to workin’
It may be possible to restore the
Fur a month er two just yet.
On motion by Mr. Plummer of Lis
now gone for good caribou to the
bon, House Document No. 558, bill,
woods of Maine.
Great care must
My, the sun’ s a shinin’ warmer
An Act to extend the time
within
be taken in conserving the nearly
, An’ the fish er bitin’ fine;
which the Farmington-0akland Rail
Take them new style rods who wanter, vanished beaver which are said cow
road Company shall actually com
Jist a hick’ ry pole fur mine.
to have established themselves more
mence business, was taken froon the
firmly than they were ten years ago,
table.
Say, I know a hole fur catfish,
It
time to take the
Maine
Where the bottom’s yaller clay,
On motion by Mr. Was gat t of Dùer
game interests entirely out of poli
Isle, the vote was reconsidered An’ the bank is nice an’ grassy
tics.
The course pursued by the
Fur a long an’ lcafin stay.
whereby the House voted to accept
State of Maine in appointing Land
the report of the committee, report You can hear the red birds singin’
Agent Mace again, after a wait of
ing “ ought not to pass,” on bill, An
In the willers ’crost the stream,
several years to his old place, as
Act providing a close time for deer While yer line is idle swingin’
chief watchman over the forest fires
( j Deer Isle and Stoning ton.'
As you chase a fairy dream.
in the State of Maine, is a most
(For debate see Legislative Record.)
wise movement.
Mir. Mace, in the
The SPEAKER: As the Chair un There is beauty all around you
interim, has worked faithfully for the
An’
sich
sweetness
in
the
air
derstands it, the gentleman
from
Great Northern Paper Co., who be
Deer Isle, Mr. Wasigatt, how desires That, by gum, you’d not trade places
lieve entirely in the conservation of
With a bloated millionaire.
to withdraw his motion whereby he
every Ma.in,e interest that is of valu
moved to substitute the bill1 few* the Fur what’ s money when a feller
ation.
report, and the same gentleman now
Has to live a slave to wealth;
When Maine can entirely weed out
moves that this matter be recommit As fur me, give me my fishin’
politics from its game and forestry
ted to the comuni tee on inland fish
An’ my slathers of good health.
preservation, when Maine shall he
eries and game.
weighed by the worth of what it
—Bill Stinger,
ba®
accomplished,
rather than
The motion was agreed to.
In Sportsmen’s Review.
through its political pull, it will be
a red letter day for the State
Maine.—Bangor New?.

A R E Y O U G O IN G T O B O S T O N ?

Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s to n fo r
p le a s u re o r on a s h o p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a le e s c o rt w ill
fin d th e

F ra n k lin S q u a re
H ou se

TAXIDERMISTS
U. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sportinpr GoodB. Fishinfr Tsckk
Indian Mocrasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfcLEY.
.
MAIN*

a d e lig h t f u l p la c e to s top. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t , of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 room s, s a fe , c o m 
f o r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s rea s o n a b le .
Fo r p a r
tic u la r s and p ric e s a d d ress

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

“ 31onmonth Mo<Tasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known th* world ov**r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free-

1W. L. GETCHELIi CO.,
Monmouth,

-

Ma»*

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

M A R C H 25, 1915.

THE CLUB OF
TIN WHISTLES

jfeäyre9s Ö w nW rapping Keeps
T o b a c c o Best
Real to b a cco flavor depends up on the le a f b ein g p re

served in its natural state, possible on ly b y pressing the
leaves into p lu g fo rm and keeping it in b y c o v e r in g it

with a natural le a f w ra p p er. T h e natural fla v or and
strength o f to b a c c o esca pe w h e n cu t or granulated.
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even th orou g h ly dried

out so that w h e n y o u w hittle it o ff it cru m bles into dust,
but it will b u m and sm ok e sm ooth and c o o l as it has all
of its original to b a c c o flavor preserved, u nevaporated in
Plug Form .
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, am ply repair
T r y this experim ent an

in both quality and quantity.
judge for yourself.

ENCORE

REQUESTED

Oh, de groun’ lu>g seen, his shadow
an’ he seen it good an’ strong;
Den de clouds went on deir travels
and de sunshine come along.
De sparrow hopped upon a limb a-

talkin’ ‘bout de spring,
Pertendm’ he’s a robin
foh to sing:

an’ a-tryin’

Oh, Mistoh Groom’ Hog,
You’s great, beyond a doubt;
But 1 want to ax dis question:
Is yoh license rulinin’ out?
When March begins to whisper ’bout
de Mowin’ an' de frost,
An’ de wind it stahts a-wailin’ like it
only friend was lost,,
. .
Yoh better leave de quiet place dat
you's a hidin’ in
An’ take a look an’ try to see yoh
shadow once again.
Oh, Mistoh Groun’ Hog,
You sho’ly was immense,
But we’s kinder apprehensive
Dat you’s lost yoh in-floo-ence.
—Washington Star.

R A W FURS
Highest prices paid for all kinds of
skins by a manufacturer

IV F IR F I

«6 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SANDY RIVER Í RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIM E T A B L E
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave FarrnInttonfor Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
USP. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. FasWifer trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M.
ud from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10

r.M
.

MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves

«11,00A. M.

STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
-¡¡»fmfofrton, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
jttieley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 5.50 P.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at

“•37P. M. and 5.47 P.

M. From Bigelow at 1.25

Í.M.

MIXEDTRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
tM.and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
'»nnington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
P. M.and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TR AIN S leave for
Fwmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For
«angeleyat 6.15 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
|.55. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at

4Î0. M.

VtXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30
¿•M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
’•hnington at 2.16 P. M. R ingeloy 10.15 A . M.
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAIN S leave fo r
^hMington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P.

MIXEDTRAIN arrives from Phillips at4?.45
M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
3ALEM PASSENGER TR A IN leaves at 1.00
I’ M.for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
SINGPIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
M ow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.88 P. M.
m«ton at 12.40 P. M.

JjlGELOW PASSENGER
^rmington at 10.50 A. M.

0,1(1&t 10.00 A. M.

F or Farm-

TRAIN leaves for
Arrives from K ing-

F. N, BEAL, Gfen’ I Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

tinued growth:
First, Cbarton L.
Becker’s guiding band; second, good
fellowship; and third, the fact that
the Country Club eliminated handicap
events from its schedule.
Here are
The Outlook stories.
I have no
Just a Get-to-Gether of Jolly Good vivid recollections concerning the
incidents connected,, but as I read
Fellows.
them again they do seem “ familiar.”
The “style” of introduction may, per
haps, be attributed to the oldtime pop
The following from The Tin Whist
ularity of the “college yell.”
le’s Eleventh Anniversary is
re
—Herbert L. Jillson.
printed and presented with the com
pliments of The Pinehurst Outlook:
MERRY WAR CRY TELL S
THE
About this time, eleven years ago,
S T O R Y OF F. W . K E N Y O N ’S
I wrote the following introduction to
IN V IT A T IO N TO U R N EY.
one of the “ tournaments” which led
up to the formation of what is now
The first reference in The Outlook
the Tin Whistle Club'—'and it told an to the tournaments which resulted in
still tells pretty much the whole Club organization, appears on Page
story of that event:
2 in the issue of Saturday, January
Can we golf and can we sing;
30th, 1904:
Can we make the echoes ring?
z
Wow—wow—wow! Yes we are—
Well we rather think we can;
Ken-yon golfers'—Rah—rah—rail!
For the rest just “ ask the M an!”

so constituted as to be divisible in
case of ties, will be offered as prizes
in the future.
Furthermore, it is
very doubtful if the members wili agaiu sing with odd-tinne fervor the
familiar war-cry. ** * Beginning in an
informal way, more as a frolic than
anything else, the
members have
formed a Club which has for its ob
ject:
“To promote a golfing fellowship
begun at Pinehurst, and to main
tain there a neutral zone for a
choice and chosen few from outside
organizations, to which it will be
pleasant to return year by year.”
Note—The constitution, in its orig
inal form, officers and a list of mem
bers complete the story.—Editor.

AN OHIO MAN ON
THE GAME LAWS

He’s the real thing; well I guess!
Just a get-together of jolly good
In Favor of Fishing License as
Was his tourney a success?
fellows it was, with the late F. W.
Kenyon as the Kihg Cole host of the
Ask the players; ask the boyes;
Well as Hunting.
day; the special features a “ buffet”
Listen to our cheerful noi-es!
at the elevnth hole on No, I course,
Wow—wow— wow! Yes we are—
where spring water was mixed with
Farmersvil'le, Ohio, Mar. 18, 1915.
Ken-yon gofers—Rah—rah—rah
nineteenth-hole refreshments, which
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
also constituted the “ divisible” priz
Find enclosed $1.00 for outing edit
The merry war cry and the score
es.
“ Moore,” cried the crowd, and tell the whole story of F. W. Ken ion of Marne Woods, as I do not
with double meaning.
Another tour yon’s invitation eighteen-hole handi care to miss a copy, especial17 at
nament followed, then a smoker or cap, played Wednesday (January 27). this time as the changes in some of
two, and shortly after permanent or Any attempt to
enlarge upon it the game laws are about to take ef
ganization.
Alfred Henry
Lewis’ would be futile.
For further parti fect.
book, “ The Boss,” bias been
given culars—“Ask The Man!” There were
I have been going to Maine sev
credit for the name, hut I think, in prizes for the best net and best gross
eral years in Somerset, Aroostook
stead, that it originated from the scores, as follows:
and Piscataquis counties and find
Club’s emblem-—-a silver watch chain J. A. Baker
90 10
80 deer, as I think,, decreasing and
whistle—which was frequently blown M. C. Parsball
92 12— 80 moose very much so. I think there
in hotel corridors, jn olden days, to L. L. Kellogg, Jr.
0— 85 could be several changes , made in
85
let the “ gang” know that somebody J. H. Hentz, Jr.
103 18— 85 the game laws that would benefit
felt as once did the Governor
of A. I. Creamer
104 18— 86 the general public of Maine very
Kentucky!
Been spinning right a- W. J. Fleming
99 12— 87 much, especially guides and
camp
lcng all these years— has the Club— J. W. Wilcox
108 20— 8 owners.
I think if tne citizen’s li
88
0— 88 cense, same as in most every other
Frank Perkins Says Close Time until to-day you turn in your applica E. A. Freeman
tion mainly for a place on the “ hon T. S. Clark
109 20— 89 state was in effect, it would help to
orable waiting list,” and content your H. W. Priest
Is Needed to Save the Big
103 14— 89 employ more wardens and I think
self with looking over some three L. W. Johnson
106 15— 91 that a fishing license woud only be
Game.
thousand dollars worth of prizes an F. J. Bailey
102 10— 92 fair as the fish department ought to
nually—and—anticipating!
132 25— L07 be self-supporting.
C. A. Lockwood
To-night I am writing a story on
As I understand it a part of the
F. M. Perkins of Bradley, the vet tl.e eleventh anniversary Tin Whistle W O W - W O W C L U B A D O P T S M O RE
game revenue is used to support fish
eran game warden who has been tournament, the first of what is to
A P P R O P R IA T E N A M E OF T IN
hatcheries and I am satisfied that
connected with the game interests be an annual observance. The elev
W H I S 'L E S .
th© game revenue is not sufficient
for 23 years, is in Bangor for a short enth hole was still there, but no
to hire sufficient wardens to care
stay.
Asked by a News representat “ buffet,” and the prizes contributed
The second reference appears upon for the game, especially jn the vi
ive for has views regarding the pro by Chisholm Beach and George H. Page 7 of the issue of February 20th,
cinity of lumber camps as I knew 'a
posed close time on moose for four Crocker were not “ divisible.” The and relates to a tournament held up
lumber camp that was using on an
years, as outlined in the bill now program was run off under the pat on Monday, the fifteenth, which the
average of one deer each day and
before the legislature,, he stated that riotic name of a “ Flag
Contest,” Club’s historian has, without doubt, bad two hired hunters hunting Sun
he favored it most decidedly. There best known to golfers as a “ tomb incorrectly moved forward one week,
day and week days.
Had
there
are many good reasons for the pro stone” competition, but not at all but this is of little consequence:
been wardens in plenty, surely this
posed close time, he believed, and he suitable under that cognomen for an
slaughter of deer would not have oc
Yes we are; Yes we.a,re;
failed to see any of consequence a- anniversary contest. Seventy-six was
curred.
There were citizens: of for
Tin Whis’les! Tin W bis’les!
gainst it.
allotted as the bogey, and the player
eign countries in this camp, hunting
Rah!
Rah!
Rah
!
Mr. Perkins called attention to the erected the Stars and Stripes at the
the sa.me as citizens of Maine with
fact that 95 per cent, of the moose point his score, plus his handicap,
Can we golf and can we sing;
out a license.
There were two classes
shipped through Bangor during the gave out.
Can we make the echoes ring?
Further, I think if the carrying of
last game season barely cleared the with George T. Dunlap of Forest
guns in the summer fishing could be
Weld,
we
rather
think
we
can;
law in regard to size.
The young Hills, the winner in Class A, very
For the rest just “ Ask The Man!” prevented it would save the Life of
cup.
bulls are being killed off in an a- close to the nineteenth hole
many a deer both doe and fawns,
larming manner and unless somethin Henry C. Fownes of Oakmont was
Y'es we are; Yes we are;
as they stay around the waters in
In Class B.
is done at once to protect the game, j second not far away.
Tin Whis’les! Tin Whis’les!
summer and are easy prey to the
Hyannisport
Maine soon will have no moose. Years Walter L. MilUken of
Rah ! Rail! Rah!
fisherman with the gun in camp,
ago, he stated, it was a rare excep was nineteen feet from the nine
and no warden in sight.
The “ Wow—Wow—Wow!
R ahtion to find a young o>r small moose teenth hole, a rather happy combin
I do not want to be classed as
Rah—Rah!
Club,”
which
is
now
prize,
among the shipments and the differ ation which won the first
ence now is most marked and indi while G. M. Howard of Halifax fin known by the more appropriate name wanting to know better than the cit
Forty of the “ Tin Whis’les,” got together izens of Maine, or a kicker on the
cates a great deal to the initiated. ished close up for second.
noticed
Monday laws as they are, but I
There were 65 moose and saddles in three other players participated, a- for its second tournament
sometime
ago
that
one
of
the
game
last season’s shipments and it will no mong them: R. C. Shannon, II, J. and a farewell blowout to a fellow
commissioners was asking for infor
member,
W.
J.
Fleming.*
*
*
Presi
L.
Toppin,
P.
S.
Maclanghlin,
Dr.
J.
doubt surprise the public to learn
that 95 per cent, were young animals S. Brown, J. M. Thompson, C. L. dent F. W. Kenyon offered trophies mation and opinions of people who
gross have been in the state hunting and
Becker, I. S. Robeson, J. G. Nichol for the best net and best
just large enough to clear the law.
fishing and it is my ciandid opinion
scores,
and
there
was
no
protest
son,
C.
B.
Hudson,
J.
H.
Clapp,
P.
In regard to the talk made before
that there needs to be a change to
the legislative committee at Augusta L. Lighthourn, Robert Hunter, Stuy- when M. C. Parslhall won both get more revenue so as to put more
because
they
were
of
a
character
vesant
LeRoy,
C.
B.
Fownes,
C.
S.
a few days ago in the course of the
wardens on the job or jt will soon
hearing on changing the close time Macdonald, R. H. Hunt, Dr. M. W. which would not “ keep.” At a meet j not be worth while to pay the li
ing,
of
the
Club
after
the
tournament,
on woodcock to Oct. 1, Mr. Perkins Marr, W. E. Truesdiell, Frank Preshcense and railroad fare that it costs
stated that the remarks of James B. rey, T. B. Boyd and G. F. Brown in the war cry which appears at tlie us„ out in Ohio, and other Central
Mountain,e of Bangor in reference to Class A; E. B. Pratt, A. B. Alley, J. head of this story was adopted. Par States to get an outing however much
the hundreds of partridges served at D. C. Rumsey, H. W. Ormsbee, C. H. ticipating in this tournament were: we enjoy it.
I know it is quite an
a certain banquet at a Bangor hotel Lay, F. C. Abbe, J. M. Robinson, H. M. C. Parslhall, H. A. Fisher, W. J. asset to tlie state to get as many
Fleming,
¡V
I.
B.
Byrnes,
J.
F.
Greene,.
were made from mistaken premises. R Mackenzie,. M. D. Fink, Dr. Carlos
hunters from: outside the state
as
L. F. E. DeLong, F. Bailey, H. Ji. Bur
The partridges in question, he said, MacDonald, J. H. McLeod, W.
will come and from what I
saw
roughs,
J.
A.
Baker,
B.
H.
Thompson,
were sold by him as game warden to Huird, W. S. Van CJlief, C. Z. Eddy,
last year it is the citizens that are
the Bangor House, authority being H. H Rackham, R. C. Blanche, J. R. W. S. North, C. A. Lockwood, A. I. slaughtering the deer which
they
given by law, and the Bangor House Bowker, J. R. Towle, J. T. Newton, Creamer, H. W. Priest,, L. B. John have the right to, if they do ■ not
son,
L.
F.
Brigham,
B.
S.
Mills.
had them legally tn possession. The C. C. Moore, M. B. Johnson, T. L.
care to obey tlie law, as they are
law states that birds confiscated may Redfield and E. E. White in Class
careful to see that the party who
C
O
N
S
T
I
T
U
T
I
O
N
,
O
F
F
IC
E
R
S
A
N
D
And round the
“ nineteenth
be sold by the warden for consump B.
buys the license does obey.
THE
L IS T OF M E M B E R S
tion within the state, hotel proprie hole,” Saturday evening many a mind
So I think the fishermen should
M
AD
E
P
U
B
LIC
.
tors having a cold storage plant may wandered back over the years which
pay
a small license as well as the
keep them as long as they please and have flown, recalling those who will
hunter, as a great many
fishermen
never
again
answer
roll
call.
The
third
reference
appears
on
it is legal to hold them and to serve
have
their
venison
as
well
as fish
I have gathered together for this Page 3 of The Outlook for Mar. 5th;
them under these circumstances.
while in summer camp, but scarcely
The
mystery
surrounding
tlie
‘‘'Wow
the
Referring to the weather, Mr. Per issue three stories concerning
any hunter has fish in fall
camp
kins said people were often mistaken Club’s early history from The Out —Wow Club,” later known as the
after
fishing
season
is
over.
Memory is apt “ Tin Whis’les,” is pa.st for the Club
in stating, in case of a mild winter, look files for 1904.
announces
Yours truly,
that wo had “ never seen anything to be a bit capricious so I make but now comes forward and
not
only
its
officers
and
membership,
brief
comment.
Certain
it
is,
how
L. Kurtz.
like it.”
He recalled that in 1894
but a constitution, as: well. It is fur
there was a mild winter and a very ever, that no “ boycott” was imposed
early spring, and that he had his in securing these stories; the first ther intimated that certain rites and
Home, Sweet Home.
Between thirty and forty thousand
garden plowed April 20. - Another “ tournament” regarded mere as a nov ceremonies which have been perform
year, when he was on the border, elty or ‘‘fflrolic” — if you can tell me ed at “ the eleventh hole” will be Sicilians emigrate from Palermo to
he remembered a snow storm on what this word means—than a joke. greatly modified and perhaps omit the United States each year, and in
April 1, three feet of snow by actual To my mind three things are pri ted, and strangest of all, it is said the course of time almost all of them
marily responsible for the Club s con that sterling trophies, which are not go back permanently or for a visit.
measurement falling.

VETERAN WARDEN
FAVORS MOOSE LAW

M A IN E

MAINE WOODS
ISSUED WEEKLY

i.

W.

B r a c k e tt C o .

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

M A R C H 25, 1915.

IN AND A B O U T PH ILLIPS

MILE SQUARE
March 22.
Minot
Flagg
of
Dallas
lias
moved to the Carson farm.
Mrs, Dexter Toothaker is
very
ill.
L. B. Kinney was in Madrid Mon
day to attend the funeral of Mr.
William Dunham.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodman
Rubier
visited Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sweatt
in Phillips Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W ells were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.
B. Kinney.
has
Miss Louise Worthley, who
returned
been visiting in Phillips
home Saturday.

FEDERATED

CHURCH

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending April

3.
Sunday, March 28: 10.45.—Mora- •
Miss Agnes Ross will go to Liver
Mirs. Mary Field lias been the guest
ing worship. Sermon, ‘‘Hatred of
of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Field for a more Saturday to spend the week
Sin."
12.10—-Sunday school. Report
U B. BRACKETT,
end with friends.
Monday, in com
few days past.
Business Manager
of Roys’ Convention.
7.30—Union
The many friends of Mr.
Simon pany with Miss Lettie and Conrad
service.
Music
by
Choral
Club. AdReedy
She
will
go
to
Kent’s
H
i-1
Q
to
Parlin are glad to have him return
dress,, Miss Esther Gilman, State W.
attend school.
OUTING EDITION
to PlhilBps again.
C. T. U., worker.
8 pair«s ........................... .................. | LOO per year
Mrs. Abel Holt of JJixfield is visit
Mrs. Emma Shepard was the guest
LOCAL EDITION
Thursday, April 1:
7.30.—Prayer
ing
her
mother,
Mrs.
M.
O.
Badger,
of Miss Mabel E. Austin in Farmingt8 and 16 p a i e s ................................$1.56 per year
meeting.
Colossians
3:
1-17, “Evi
and sister, Mrs. E. V. Holt this
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- ton last week en route to Lewiston
dences
of
the
Resurrected
Life.”
week.
s jciption 30 cents extra. Foreisrn subscription where she will visit her daughter,
r cents extra.
,
Messrs.
W.
A.
and
J.
H.
Dill
pur
Mrs. S. E. Austin and family.
M E T H O D I S T E P IS C O P A L CHURCH
at
W. H. Caswell went to his home chased a, pair of draft horses
aniered as second class matter. January 21.
at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under in Rridgton where he passed Sunday Farmington one day tlii-s week.
th e Act o f March 3. 1879,
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Clark M. Me Keen of Dry den pas
with his relatives.
Sunday, March 28.—Morning wor
Mrs. A. W. Bean was ill a few sed away Thursday afternoon of last
N
O
T
IC
E
.
T .u Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire
ship, 10.45.
Sermon, “ Christian En
week at Biddeford where he went
days
recently.
state or Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campdurance.”
Sunday school, 12.' Un
Miss Lillian Toothaker wifi teach eight weeks ago to visit his brother,
i ,g and Outing news, and the Franklin county
To the inhabitants of the town of ion service of Junior League and
Mr. McKeen has
the spring term o f school on the James McKeen.
]o sally.
Phillips,
and persons liable to be
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Mile Square and will not return to been ill with Bright’s disease
for
Loyal Temperance Legi-on at 3, con
assessed therein:
You are hereby ducted by Mi's-s Gilm-an. Union ser
tad game photographs from its readers.
some
time
so
tha-t
the
end
was
not
the
Farmington
Normal
school'.
When ordering the address of your paper
Clark Mitchell McKeen notified that subscribers will be in vice at the Federated church, 7.30.
Lerw M. Noble and J. Scott Brack unexpected-.
changed, please give the old as well as new
was
«he
»
n
of
Robert ami Mary Ann 3ess4M1 at t,,e Selectmen's office in
Thursday, April 1.-—Mid week pray
ett ¡come home this week for the
aid
McKeen and was born 58 years ago said town on the first day of April, er meeting, 7.30.
Easter vacation-.
He was the youngest son next, at ten o ’clock in the forenoon,
Miss Elma Byron has been suffer last June.
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 25, 1915.
of
ten
children,
five of whom sur for the purpose of receiving true and
ing severely recently with neuritis.
B IR T H S
He was born in the perfect lists, of the polls and all
N. H. Ham-diem is wiring C. M. vive him.
estate,
real
and
personal,
not
by
Law
town of Phillips, where he made his
Hoyt’ s rent for lights.
-Phillips, March 21, to Mr.
and
Miss Beatrice Jones, who is teach home until somewhat more than five exempted from taxation of which you
are
possessed
of
in
said
town
of
Mrs.
Harold
Libby,
a
son.
ing at Rangeley, was in town Satur years ago, when he removed to Dryday the guest of Mis-s C. T. Crosby, den where hie made his home with is Phillips on the first day of April
Which lists you are requested
DEATH8 .
on her way to Auburn to spend the brother, Orr-in .McKeen and where he next.
to
make
and bring in.
was kindly cared for.
T-he funeral’
vacation.
Assessors^ Authorized to Make Con Mis-s Gladys Morton, who is wo-rk- was held in the Methodist church, Dated at Phillips, Maine, this eight Phillips, March 21, infant son o(
iin-g for Mrs. George Barnjum
at Wilton, and the remains brought to eenth day of Marcli A. D. 1915.
tract for Lights.
J. Blaine Morrison
Assessors Mr. apd Mrs. Harold Libby.
B-arnjum was at home -for a day the j Phillips for burial in Pine
Grove
San Diego, Cal., March 14, Vaugn
Norman
E.
Butler
of
first of the week.
Cemetery.
Ormsby Soule, esq., of Westhope, N.
Ohas.
A.
.Wheeler
Phillips.
Mrs. Clara. Mayo of Portland lias | Ice cream will not be on
sale
At the annual meeting of the Phil
D., son of the late William and Ellips village corporation
held
at been the guest of her niece, Mrs. next Saturday afternoon at the parmina Smith Soule, formerly of Phil
MADRID
Lambert hall last week, at
7.30 Edward Greenwood for the past few ish House.
lips, Maine, aged 39 years.
o’clock, the following officers Were days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Batch elder
elected:
Cony M. Hoyt was chosen
Mrs. B. -M. Perkins, the milliner, have bought out the bakery business
March 22.
Moderator and J. Blaine
Morrison, and Miss Merrill who was
Mrs. at the upper village which has been
Something Borrower May Keep.
Town meeting at Madrid Monday,
Clerk.
The following officers were Perkins’ trimmer last season, have run by the late C. E. Cleveland and 22nd: Selectmen for the
“De objection about borrowin' trou
ensuing
They made many later by Walter Gilson.
elected for the year: First Assessor, arrived in town.
They will year, S. L. Mecharn, H. E. Dunham, ble,” said Uncle Eben, “ is dat de real
Frank Haley; Second Assessor, Na-. friends in town- last year who are be located at the store next to the F. W. Chick; this is Mr. Mecharn’s owner ain’ never g’ineter bother ’bout
cornin' around an’ takin’ it off yoh
tbanilel Hamden; Third
Assessor, pleased to have them back again.
Methodist church which was formerly 13th year; Treasurer, A. B. Smith;
hands.”
Carroll Knapp; Chief Engineer
of
-The Willing Workers, Misis Luette ( occupied by E. R. Toothaker.
We Clerk, C. E. Grossman; School com
the Fire
Department,
Nathaniel Timber lake’s Sunday school class, understand that Mrs. B-a-tchelder who mittee, Lee Savage.
Harnde-n; Second Engineer, Ever held a candy sale at her home on js a first-class cook will do the
Bion Wing of Phillips will spea.-x
Wednesday, cooking and that they expect
ett Holt; Third Engineer,
Charles Main street last week,
to to the Madrid Sunday school at Mad
Chandler, and the engineers are also and received good patronage.
open for business the first of next rid village next Sunday, at 2
p.
The third whist and dancing party week.
the fire wardens; Treasurer, N. P.
I f you have a son or daughter
m., on the “ moral effect of a Sunday
was held at Wilbur hall last Friday
Noble.
Mrs. Andrew Aldrich of Everett, school in the community.”
from 16 to 20 years of age, who
The following appropriations werel evening with Mr. and M-rs. N. E. Mass., is the guest of Mrs.
Diana
The members of the Dramatic club wjgHes to succeed in the business
made: Corporation officers’ b-ills for IButler and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis Aldrich and Miss Eugenia Aldrich.
and friends, who visited
Rangeley j
past year, $125; current
expenses, |a‘ managers.
Whist was enjoyed
The Lewiston Daily Sun came out last week, Tuesday, found very little world, send me your name and
$50; support of Fire Department, from 8 until 10 and dancing from 10 Tuesday mo,pning with a fine Fashion snow above Long Pond, but
the address, for some free advice. ’
Music was farms«,« i
eMUm of 24 ^
a t o g e amOTlnt
$200; hydrant rental, $960;
street until 12.
sleighing on Rangeley Lake was all
lights, $563.10; abatement of taxes, the graplioplione which proved to be ot advertising and attractively
ax- that could be desired.
A . W . W IN G ,
excellent.
Sample boxes of Foss’ , range(j
$50.
By the death of William. Dunham, |Wir.tV.von
MaSS.
H.
The Assessors were authorized to chocolates were passed by R.
Q i i r i d lo-ses
1 n , c o c its
i t c oldest
d-cjf vr»
o ld T
n A m h t> r I
11
-—
J’
Madrid
male
member.
make, a contract with any company Preble to each one, which also prov
He was a man in every sense of the |
T0R Y HILL
Those present
for lights from sunset to sunrise for ed to be excellent.
word and will be greatly missed, not;
hostesses
one year for a sum not
exceeding besides the hosts and
only in his immediate neighborhood,
were:
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graf$563.10.
March £4.
but throughout' the town.
19 12 R e g a l R oa d ster. Been
Voted to install one newhydrant j fam, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mr. , Harold Hutchins visited his uncle,
on Amble Street near the residence - and Mrs. H. H. Field, Mr. and Mrs. j Q,iias Hutchins a few days last week, extends its sincere thanks to
the rU n 1 2 ' 0 0 0
m l l eS a n d n 0
of Moses Harden; one new
light at h F. Field, Mr. and Mrs. F.
S. !
an<j jyj-,rs Bernard Taylor of business men of Phillips for their m ore.
L a rg e r car needed,
the junction of the road
leading Haley M". and Mrs. Frank Honey- Kingfield are visiting Mr. and Mrs. {financial aid, wffich very much help-, r p o o n n f o r c p U in P ’
fmim Main Street
stropt rpast
>.5»a+ the
tiio Hilton
Hiifn.n seek, Mr. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morris- j w jjj Gates for a time
! „ j ___ „ „ j
i______j 11 ca o U ll lvJI o C in ilg .
from
ed toward paying the debt incurred
House and from Dodge Street
to on, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rlaisdell,
s . Jacobs, mail carrier on Route in furnishing thei-r vestry.
F R A N K F. G R A V E S ,
the road above, and a. new light on Mi. and Mrs. Everett Knapp,
Mr. - 4 ruade his first trip with a wagon
Sandy River Grange entertained
McKeen Hill near the Addison Mer and Mrs. Glidden- Parker, Mr.
and jyjarch 22
N ew Sharon Maine
Pomona on Thursday of last week.
rill -house.
Mrs. Carl Beedy, -Mr. and Mrs.
A. Howard Gates is visiting friends in An unusually large number of mem
The officers of the Fire Depart G. C-ronkhite, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Madrid for a few days.
bers were present.
Several
new
ment are: Foreman, Nathaniel Ham Jacobs, Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Holt, Dr. Miss Eleanor Hutchins is
home members were initiated.
den; Clerk, Cheney Parker;
First and Mrs. W. J. Carter, Mrs. Prank fro,m fiie Normal school, Farmington,
The Grange Dramatic club will
Assistant, Eve-rett Holt; Second As Ilodgman, Mrs. Lucy Brackett, M ir-, for the spring vacation-.
O f an Occasional Trip to
produce the farce comedy, “ The
sistant, Charie-s Chandler; Stefward, iam Brackett, Edith Hunter, Beulah
Alden Moores has moved hjs fam Great Plummer Breach of Promise
Fred Davenport; Treasurer, Cheney Irwin, R. H. Preble, R. H. Trecartin, ily and household goods to the home Case’*' in Grange hall Phillips, next
Parker.
Add Williams, Roland Hinds, Ardine j of his father, Wm. Moores.
Thursday evening, immediately fo i-1W ill Be Greatly Enhanced If the
Sweetser, Reynold Graffam, Mr. and
Clarence Huff, who has been driv- lowed by a social dance.
Mrs. A. S. Beedy, Edna True.
ing Wm. Moores' team hauling lum
Saturday was Ladies' Day at Sandy
TAYLOR HILL
In a note from Malcolm Barker, ber for Harry Dunham in Madrid ha.s
River Grange, a good attendance and Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
who is attending school at U.
of finished his job and returned home.
much interest manifested. The ques
Home During- Your Stay.
-March 22.
M. he says:
“ I don’t know what I
Kenneth Smith, who has been visit- tion proposed, for discussion, “ That Positively the Only First-Class Modern
Bert Dickey is very Sick with con should do without the paper
j ing jjjg sister, Mrs. Carroll Russell women are more inquisitive
than House In the. City, With All Conven
gestion of the liver but was a little week lor it keeps me in touch with ; for a week or two has returned
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
men,” was most interestingly
dis Water and Local and Long Distance
better at last reports..
the home people.
I call it home |]CKllie
cussed by many of the members.
Telephone in All Rooms.
We understand that Mr. and Mrs. even though we have moved aw ay!
____________________
Just
a step from Monument Square
Huh-bard o-f China- have bought and and am interested in everything pern n (< rrf T
Tr
Nothing Too Sacred.
Restaurant C onnected. Rates Reasonable.
RUSSELL’ S HILLS
moved onto the Charles
Goldsmith tain ing to Philips.”
ake the "Jitn ey” or Munjoy Hill car torn
I am not prepared to admit that TUnion
Station.
farm on- Taylor Hill.
W e all give
The 1913 Club meets with Mrs.. O.
----------i there is. or can be. properly speaking,
them a very cordial welcome
and H. Hersey this week.
Last week
March 22.
R. F. HIMMELFJN.,
In the world anything that is too sa U. E. THURSTON.
Proprietors.
hope they will like among us.
Mrs. C. E. Parker was the hostess.; Fred Young of Wilton visited in- cred to be known.—Browning.
We are very sorry to hear , that Re freshm-ents, were served.
Russell’s Mills the first of the week.
Mrs. B. T. Bavd is very sick with
Friday evening of this week the ; Mrs. Blanche Pennack and daughter
the grip.
We all hope for her quick Epwortli League will meet at Miss of WatervilLe are stopping with Mrs.
Luétte Timberlake’-s for a
social. Pennack’s mother, Mrs. Aaron Marrecovery.
Frank Toothaker has so far
re Ice cream will be on sale and every- den.
The Quality Car
covered from his operation that he \one is invited to attend,
Miss Fannie E. Holley who teaches
is able to get around quite nicely.
Mrs. A. J. Toothaker is suffering in the Sprague district, is* spending
Miss Sadie Bates is at home for a from a felon on her finger.
j her vacation at home.
Arthur Taylor, who lias been workThe box supper given by the Blanvery much needed rest.
Dr. Spear of New Portland has ing in the mil-L at Weld has finished i chard school, Mis-s Martha Marden,
been called to Taylor Hill several work there and is a-t hiorae for the \teacher, was a success in every way.
present.
' Over $13.00 were raised.
times recently.
On March 15 Miss Mary Dickey
At the meeting of Hope Rebekah j L. A. Nickerson is helping Harry
picked a pansy in blossom from her Lodge Friday evening of this weekj Stevens this spring on his gasoline
pansy bed on the Lawn of which she Hi ere wiil-l he work and light
r e -! engine sawing wood in this vicinity
fresihments will be served.
and Temple.
js very proud.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Libby
are
Mis-s Zena Toothaker will stop at
Mis-s Hilda OJeson of Quin-cy,
of Mass., is stopping at Ohas. Stott’s.
the village this coming
term
of receiving sympathy in the loss
, their infant son on Sunday, March
school.
Mrs. F. E. Voter spent a day last
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the make-up cf a strictly
21.
high-grade car. BEST QUALITY equipment throughout. The car without
week at J. C. Leadbetter’s.
SU S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
-Mlsis Mildred Toothaker lias re
Miss Lillian Morran of Smithfield a fault. Call or write for new illustrated catalogue.
W OO DS A N D
READ A L L
turned from Strong, where she has closed a successful term of school
Chets. W . S k i ll i n g s ,
been working for Mrs. Bradford Beal. in Russell Mills last Friday.
T H E L OC AL N E W S .
R. F. ]D. 4 »
F arm in gto n , M*
Phillips, M aine

CORPORATION
MEETING HELD

PARENTS

FOR SALE

THE PLEASURE

PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

M E T Z

“ 25”

M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D
cent » word ia advance. No headline or
tber display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

PRICE of shovel handle blocks,
f inter and spring 1915, X X blocks,
cents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3
blocks, 24 cents per dozen. Am.es
gtiovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean
tgent, Bingham, Me.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

BULL MOOSE
LIVELY FIGHT
CLOSE TIME
IS EXPECTED
Senator Herrick Thinks It Unfair When Bill Abolishing Fish and
for One County to Kill
Game Commission Is Heard.

POB SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
j H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaranteed for five years.
28 inch saw
j550. Other sizes in proportion.
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine.

The question of placing a close
Augusta, Maincili 7.—Ouie of
the
time for four years on bull moose
came up on the amendment of an liveliest filgfbts of the legislature and
one which has appareptly
escaped
amendment which
would exempt
the
attention
of
the
greater
part of
Washington county.
In
defendim
the members of the great and gen
this Senator Peacock declared that
eral court will be on the bill to abol
moose are rapidly increasing in
Washington, 124 having ¡been killed ish the eamxniasdlon on inland fisihr
tine
F0(R SALE—Full blooded
Wels-h during the past season, according to eries atnd garni« and establish
pony, eight years old, kind and safe. reports from 26 towns, and this with office of commissioner of inland fish
eries in game.
In other words,
¿Igo wagon, sleigh and harness. For the open season one-third
shorter
the fish and game affairs will be un
particulars address Frank Toothaker, than formerly.
Conditions in his
der one head the -sainne ats
the
Phillips.
county are especially favorable
to
sea and shore fisheries if the pro
A competent housekeeper wishes the moose and he did not believe the posed bill is enacted into law. In its
ai.imals need the protection of four
to do general housework in a small
report to tine legislature the special
years close time there.
•unily.
Has a bay, 13 years old
joint committee on salaries and fees
Senator Allen argued that short recommended a single-headed
rham she wishes to take with her.
com
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen, ening the open time and increasing mission to care for the fish and
the license fee bad not increased the game interests and the committee
Hilton, Maine.
moose of the state and that more presented a unanimous report “ ought
CANVASS canoes recanvassed. Ban- radical measures are therefore need
to pass.”
for fillers used. Satisfaction guaran ed.
He believed it would be a mis
This bill would remove from office
teed. Row boats repaired.
New take to exempt Washington county
or legislate out of office next July,
row boats for sale. Martin L. Ful as this would cause moose hunters
or 90 days after the adjournment of
ler, Rangeley, Maine.
to flock there in great numbers and the legislature, Walter I. Neal1 of
result in a regular slaughter of the Waldo who was appointed two years
FOR RENT—“ Bireih Point
Lodge,” moose in that section.
ago by Governor Haines for a term
situated on Lake Mooselookmegntn t ic
Senator Colby pointed out
that of tluree years and whose1 term •will
directly opposite
‘‘The
Birches,”
two years ago Aroostook county had not expire until next February. Un
town as the Newport of Maine. Un
opposed close time on moose
but der the present Law, the land aigent
questionably tlie most beautiful spot
had seen the necessity of the mea and forest commissioner is a mem
inthe Rangeley Lake country. Com
sure and only Washington county op ber of the commission ex officio and
fortably accommodates fourteen per
posed this year.
He
considered tills act would also relieve him. of a
sons, modern plumbing, ice house
Washington county a bit selfish in great deal of responsibility. The act
full, wood shed stocked, motor boat,
its position.
Washington seems to also stipulates that the present oliaiirrowboats and canoes, all in
good
be a breeding ground, for moose now man of the commission on
inland
condition. Salmon and trout fishing.
and a close time of four years ought fisheries and game, Hon. Harry B.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
to greatly increase the number
of Austin of Phillips, shall be the fish
.NewYork City.
animals in the whole state.
and game commissioner until the ex
Senator Herrick thought it unfair piration of hiiis term of office in July
FOR SALE—Cows, A. S. Beedy, Phil
to allow one county to kill the moose 1917, or after the expiration of tlfci
lips, Me.
Curtis.
that the other 15 counties of
the first term o f Governor
Some say that it iis illegal for any
FOR SALE or rent— Seven room cot state are trying to protect.
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake,
Senator Peacock argued that the legislature to stipulate that one man
D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
reason for the large number of or any set of men shafl be appoint
ed to an office, that it is up to the
WANTED—Send me the envelopes moose in Washington is the great
governor
to appoint to that office
from your old letters, etc.,
before abundance of food they .require and
and that the legislature Qua® no pow
that
a
close
time
of
four
years
would
1900. The older, the better. I will
er to name, select or choose
any
send you full value in cash
for so increase the animals that there
official, outside of secretary of state,
would
not
be
sufficient
food
for
them
them. Search your attics and old
state treasurer,
attorney general,
trunks now. Joseph O. Mallay, 1251 and they would become a menace to i
commissioner of agriculture and mem
the
residents
of
the
county.
If
after
i
Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
and
two years of close time in the rest belrs of the executive council,
WANTED Board wanted for August. of the state but open time in Wash the constitution stipulates that these
Self, wife, son fifteen,
daughter ington it is found that the animals officers shall be chosen in that way.
The bill is now on the table pend
eight. Good plain food and home are still decreasing he was
sure
like life.
Good fishing essential. Washington would be willing to hav ing its second reading in the House
on motion of Representative Leonard
Send full particulars.
W e’re quiet the close time extended there.
A. Pierce of Houston pending an in
people. J. O. Mallay, 1251 Bergen
Senator Colby begged to differ vestigation.
Mary of the leading
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
with the Senator from Washington
Democrats are opposed to the mea
regarding food, saying that lie had
WANTED—Position as chef in sports tramped over all the wild land coun- sure contending that they would not
of
man’s camps or hotels.
First-class j ties of the state and that the food gain anything by the passage
such:
an
act,
in
fact,
would
lose
an
work guaranteed.
18 years’ exper- |for moose is just as good and just
office for one of the faithful party
' ience in ail branches of
cooking. as abundant in Somerset and
sevwill
Don’t use liquors and am economi- Iera! other counties as it is in Wa&li- workers as Mr. Neal’s term
expire next year and if an appoint
i cal. Please mention wages you pay |ington.
ment is made for three years
the
iareply. Address Maine Woods.
The amendment exempting Wash appointee cannot be removed unless
ington county was lost by a vote oi the legislature changes the law. These
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur 21 to 5.
^
opponents of the bill argue
that
ther information write to Box
67,
Democrats are poor, that they have
Eastis, Maine.
not had -an opportunity in thle past
years to be on intimate terms with
WANTED—Two first
class exper
the State treasury and that the sal
ienced table waitresses for
hotel
ary of $1,000 with, no
particularly
Steady work fchie year -ound.
Five hundred rabbits wanted during
Ithis month Will pay fifteen cents each brain-racking labors, does not grorw
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
And
! delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits on every huckleberry bush.
FOR SALE—Parlor organ, in good 1to be shot with nothing smaller than suppose if tlie bill is passed,
they
condition.
Mrs. N. H.
Hamden, I No. 2 shot. For further information argue, it willi mean the retention in
! write or phone
Phillips, Maine.
office of a Republican, Mr. Austin.
M . F. S T E V E N S , D over, Me.
Some have expressed a desire
to
Phone 64.15
vote for the bill if an amendment
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURb IF
OURBAITS ARE USED. With each
M A P S O F M A IN E
bottle we give a written guarantee,
mdif not satisfied your money will be
RESORTS A N D ROADS
burned. We must please you or lose
money.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
5W
0 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY for maps o f the fishing regions of the
FO R
U nsold a n d n o t o n e TR A P state, etc. We can furnish the follow
GUNS AND
PERhas ASKED FOR HIS MONEY ing maps:
F IS H -R O D S
BACK.
t .50
Franklin Comity
.50
Somerset. County
William
F. Nye is the great
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
.50
Oxford County
est
authority
on refined oils in the
lure all flesh eating animals such as Piscataquis County
.50
.50
raccoon, mink, skunk, civeL erm- Aroostook County
world. He was the first bottler; has
.50
lnei wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin, Washington County
the largest business and NYOIL.
etc' Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid. Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
is the best oil he has ever made.
MUSKRAT A TT R A C TO R
Bor luring muskrats only. Price (100- R. R. map of Maine
N Y O IL
Androscoggin County
•:'0sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Cumberland County
HAS
NO E Q U A L.
BEAVER ATTR AC TO R
Hancock County
Beware of scented mixtures called
^r luring beaver only. Price (100-150 Kennebec County
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
Sets)$i,00 postpaid.
Knox County
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
TRAIL SCENT
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
‘5 making trails to and from sets. Penobscot County:
tion.
'er.Y powerful odor.
Economical to Waldo County
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
York
County
®e' Brice $1.00 postpaid.
your firearms and your rod. You will
JBottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
find it by far the best. Hardware and
J . W B R A C K E T T C O .,
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIM E A N D
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
MONEY WITH BAITS T H A T M A Y
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
DRMAY NOT BE GOOD. USE A TP h illips,
M aine.

j

Rabbits W anted

i

JfCTORS AND BE SURE OF REMJLTS-AN INCREASED CATCH.

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

M A R C H 25, 1915.

eliminating that part of the bill re
taining Mr. Austin is adopted. They
say that they have nothing against
him personally but lie iis a Rupubilican.
But if tlie amendment cutting
out the section that Mr. Austin shall
be tlie commissioner should pass the
Henry E. Capen came down from
House, it would meet with: defeat in
Moosehead
Lake Wednesday afternoon
the upper branch..
and
will
enjoy
a few days with his fam
The intends of Waiter I. Neal of
Belfast, one of the
commissioners, ily on 'Patterson Street, Augusta, be
says that the bill is aimed to “get” fore returning to the lake. Mr. Capen
him, to legislate him out of office reports that the water in the lake is
because he would not give up quite
low, there being less than a foot on
strongly enough in the last
cam
paign and because he openly oppos the dam, and that there is very little
ed the election of Hon. John A. Pet snow in that, section.
ers of Ellsworth, the Republican
nominee for Congress in the third
district, and voted for E. M. Thomipson of Augusta, the Progressive nom
inee.
Mr. Neal himself says that
When he was appointed to the of
fice by Governor Haines he
told
the governor that he had Progres
sive tendencies and the
governor
One must not be too prone to crit
told him that he was as much, a icize, for even ¡imperial Jove is said to
nod on occasions. But to one who sits
Progressive as was Mr. Neal.
, At ali events the bill to make the along near Bangor, Maine, some ways
fish and game commission a single from Augusta, Maine, it seems as if
headed one will be one of
the Game Warden, Frank Perkins of Brad
contests of the legislature.—Lewiston ley, Maine, is the chief person con
nected with the Fish and Game depart
Sun.
ment of Maine this year.
Of course, there are others—most of
whom are dead, or retired from years
of valiant service, as Hon. Leroy T.
Carleton of Winthrop is.^j ITen there is
our proud Game Commissioner, Walter
I. Neal, who has worked in the inter
est of Maine fish and game since a mere
Blaine Viles showed Monday that he boy. Walter is always delightful, ex.
was a good politician. Of course he cepting he does not come Bangor way
was elected mayor of Augusta and all often enough.
that, but it takes something more than
Yet among them all, Warden Frank
this achievement to be a good poli Perkins believes in the primacy of Ban
tician. A man must have a good sense gor, Maine, among all Maine cities;
of humor. Viles has it, as he showed Game Warden Perkins believes that
Monday evening. After the band had Bangor—and not Augusta or Rangeley
paraded the hilly streets of Augusta should be given the full reward for all
and after Blaine Viles had been con that is Bangor’s due.
gratulated right and left on his victory,
This same tireless game warden who
the new Mayor of Augusta started has compelled the lawless branch of
from somewhere up town and was the Archer family to respect the game
walking down Rines hill with Manning laws of Maine, has been before a com
S. Campbell.
Viles was walking in mittee hearing over in Augusta, and
front and Campbell came along in the has told the Maine legislators what is
rear. The two met a party of friends good for all Maine.
and there were more congratulations.
He desires a perpetual close time
“ Gentlemen” said the new mayor, upon all cow moose and a long and
“ my agent will now pass among you strictly enforced close time upon al
and distribute a little present.”
bull moose.
Campbell snapped open the cigar box
For even the Maine backwoods are
he bore and the “ weeds” were distri
becoming
more civilized; law and order
buted with liberal hand.
prevail more widely. When anybody
shoots and kills a bull moose, or a cow
Boyd & Harvey have completed one moose in close time now, either shooter
of the most extensive' log-hauler roads
in the northern part of-- Somerset coun should be learned without fail, and
ty, a distance of 14 miles, writes a brought to justice; and Frank Perkins,
Skowhegan corresponde.it. It extends- game warden, is the lad to ferret out
from Dead River to Johnson Mountain, all the scoundrels in Maine society; he
through a wooded section that has not
been used before. Lumber will be is the lad for law-enforcement in east
hauled from Johnson Mountain this ern Maine, and in all parts of Maine.
winter and this firm will cut 6, 000.000
And darn any form of politics so far
feet. Sixty-five men have been employ as appointment of game wardens are
ed in building the road in charge of C. J.
concerned.—Bangor News.
McNally of Ashland.

REPORTS VERY
LITTLE SNOW

A PUFF FOR
WARDEN PERKINS

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

MAINE WOODS
C on du cts a first class jo b p rin tin g départir ent
w h ich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork

W h y not let u s h e lp
you

w ith

your

a d v e rtisin g ?
W e d esign and p rin t B ooks, L e a fle ts Folders,
e tc ., and w ou ld b e pleased

to fu rn ish sam ples,

dum m ies and prices on req u est.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E

W M . F. N YE,
S U S B C R IB E
W OODS.

NOW
FOR
M A IN E
$150 A Y E A R .

New Bedford, Mm ».

>& 999999999 99 9 99 99 9 99 9 9*y2 £ 9% ¡

M A IN E

WOODS,

the woods were large and where
there were large pastures or sheep
ranges.
Undoubtedly in favorite lo
calities where small stubbles were
separated by small wood lots
and
Where the small pasture lots were
were
In the good old days of quail abund full of briar patches there
ance the farms were attractive to the more quail to the hundred acres than
birds because they were not too close the number stated, and I have spent
ly cultivated; natural covers and many weeks shooting over such well
foods were plentiful.
The old rail favored areas when the bags often
fences and hedges and many briar contained hundreds of birds at the
On
patches offered security to the birds end of a few days’ shooting.
from their ground and winged enem large areas planted with fall wheat
ies and safe nesting places were in and in places where the woods were
or adjacent to every field.
The a mile or more in extent there was
change from rails to wire fences, probably no Shooting. ‘
the destruction' of the briars
and
The reason why only two or three
the close cultivation of the land has covies were to be found on the av
made mapy farms unattractive and erage farm is that there were only
even unsafe for our favorite game two or three sale attractive places
bird, bobwhite.
The grain fields, .for the covies to exist.
The cock
bordered with many berry
bushes birds fight during the mating season
and the numerous wild fruits and and the birds will do better if there
seeds furnished a great variety of be a number of safe and attractive
food, the small woods were full of nesting places which can easily he
mast and made most attractive and made at suitable intervals on any
safe covers since they were full of farm.
If the birds be properly look
briar patches to which the
birds ed after and protected from
the
flew for protection when disturbed on house dog and cat, rats and other
the stubbles or other feeding grounds. vermin, a pair may be induced to
The quail increased in number rap nest in or near the kitchen garden.
idly as the larger woods were re A very good nesting site easily can
placed by grain fields and every |be made in or near the orchard.
A
clearing on the frontier soon
had small patch of boars adjacent to a
its covey of quail.
very small area planted in buck
Even in the days of greatest abun wheat or other grain at either end
dance the birds were nowhere
as j of the pasture and protected by a
plentiful as they might have been on wire and similar plantings at the
any farm or as they soon will he o n ! sides of the wood lots will undoubt
many, because many fields were un edly tend to distribute the nesting
attractive and unsafe amd no attempt birds and similarly attractive places
was made to control the vermin, which can be made at the sides or ends of
Where the fields are
destroyed large numbers of
the many fields.
birds every seasou.
Large pasture inclosed with wire fences and close
fields, slieep ranges and fields. so ly cultivated up to both sides of the
to
closely tilled that the briars and other wire it is absolutely necessary
covers and foods all were destroyed provide some narrow covers and feed
harbored few if any quail and on ing places beside the fence, other
many farms of an. hundred acres or wise no birds can survive.
more there were often only two or
Quail often nest beside a stump or
three covies of quail.
These
of fallen log which protects them from
course inhabited the attractive plac a rear attack since the obstruction
es.
turns an intruder or ground enemy
It is undoubtedly true that the which naturally will pass to one or
birds decreased iu numbers and were j the other side of the obstruction. An
entirely exterminated in many
re- i olid log or stump, brush pile or other
gions because they could not
sur- 1small obstruction with a few briars
vive the additional check to increase will make an attractive nesting site
shooting, but the disappearance of' and refuge and many such obstruct
the birds was hastened undoubtedly ions easily can be placed at the sides
by the introduction of wire fences and even the center of large fields
which offered no shelter and the en provided, of course, the farmer be
to
tire destruction of the briar patches compensated. It is attention
and other small covers, which pro such details that will make the quail
tected the game from its
natural »reserve attractive in regions where
the farms are closly cultivated and
enemies.
It is well known that the conver where the quail survive with diffi
sion. of farming land into dairy land culty if they survive at all.
will result in the disappearance of
Since the cock bird usually whist
the quail.
The gray partridges in les from
tree or fence post quite
England have disappeared quickly near the niest, the proposed nesting
when farms, where the birds were sites should be made near a small
plentiful, have been converted into tree or post. The most attractive
dairies. Although, we have no fig places undoubtedly are near the bor
ures in America on which to base an ' ders of small woods, hedges and the
estimate of the number of quail to banks of ditches or small streams
be found on a given area in the i which are overgrown with long gras
days of greatest abundance, I think |ses, weeds and briars.
it woud be safe to say that on an ; Briars are o f the first importance
average for many regions there were since they furnish protection against
not more than two or three covies both winged and furry enemies. And
of birds to the hundred acres or not the berries are a staple food not only
more than one quail for every two in summer but even jn the winter
or three acres.
This number un when the seeds from the dried fruit
doubtedly is too big for areas where are eaten. Since many small streams
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are subject to overflow it would be
a good plan to cut out the cover in
the low places and to thus induce
the birds to nest on higher and saf
er ground.
Like all galMnac eous fowl the quail
are afflicted with parasites amid re
quire dusting place».
They
often
select a nesting place which
has
some plowed land o.r a sandy stretch
near at hand.
With very
little
trouble a good dust bath can be pro
vided at all of the places which are
prepared for nests as I have
suggested.
Since the quail evident
ly are fond of certain flowers a few
wild rose bushes and sunflowers can
be added and the wild
strawberry,
huckleberry, and in fact all
berry
bushes should be left on the small
area where it is proposed to induce
the birds to nest.
Many
plants
selected from the list of quail foods
can be planted and left to grow wild.
The quail are seldom found in large
woods (in the North at least). No
quail will be produced on large wood
ed aiteas unless small clearings or
roads be cut and planted with attract
ive foods.
Quail are especially fond
of small clearings in the
woods
where they are bordered with briars
and where grain and vegetables are
cultivated. Since such places
har
bor vermin they should be heavily
trapped of course and often visited
by the gamekeeper with his gun.
A number of such clearings rudely
planted. with maize, wheat or other
grain or potatoes, turnips or other
vegetables surely can be made
to
harbor one or two covies of birds
and the dusting place easily can be
made by flowing up a very small
area and adding a little sand
and
grit.
Sand and grit are es
sentials
to the
birds’
content
ment and in fact to its existence.
The birds will wander to places
which are attractive and they
can
be held on any area only by seeing
that m
it contains all their essential
requirements, foods, covers (espec
ially briars), grit and dusting bath. '
I have so often seen the birds
thriving on areas where there is no
stream pond or other drinking place
that I have sometimes doubted
if
water be essential. On the Mohawk
preserve, on Long Island, the covies
are large and fairly numerous and
well distributed but there are no
ponds or streams.
There are many
small farms and many woods and
thickets and the birds large, strong
and healthy, but I would be inclined
to fear they would stray in a very
dry season and I would much prefer
a preserve with small streams run
ning through it.
I have often, how
ever, been surprised at the number
of birds I have found year after year
on areas a long distance from any
stream or pond.
One season, however, when I went
to shoot on one of my favorite ground
in Illinois, where we had made big
bags year after year, I found almost
no birds on the best ground.
They
had not been winter killed but simp
ly had moved a few miles away
where I found them very abundant on
a prairie planted for the most part
with corn which had a big ditch run
ning through it which contained water
at the time of our visit.
W e had
three covies in the air at once and
tlie shooting was very good on both
sides of the ditch.
I am quite sure
it would be a good plan on a dry
preserve, especially in dry seasons,,
to put out some poultry fountains
near all the nesting sites and to keep
them supplied with fresh water.
Although it may seem that a large
amount of work lias been
planned
and that a large amount of
land
would be needed to carry out the
suggestions above made, the plant
ings and other work easily can be
done from time to time by the gamekeeper or Ms assistant and the a>rnount of land required is really very
small.
A half acre at .the side or
even in the center of large fields can
be made into a very attractive nest
ing site and the clearings in the
woods can be made in places where
the timber is of little or no value.
It is intensive farming
nowadays
that produces the best crops and in
tensive game farming will' undoubted
ly produce the most game.
It is
absolutely necessary to have gamekeepers on quail shoots since
the
vermin must be controlled in order
to keep the shooting good especially
on comparatively small areas. Even
on the vast quail preserves in the
South where the shooting is not as
good as it should be excepting on
the places where competent keepers
are employed to control the snakes,
hawks, crows, and other vermin. In

many places nests and young birds
are lost by floods.
These
losses
can be stopped in a great measure by
destroying the cover absolutely on
tlie more dangerous places and thus
compelling the birds to use the safe
ne'Sting places which have been made
especially attractive by planting a
variety of foods and covers where
covers are needed.
The quail remain more plentiful
in the Southern States than
they
are in the North for several reasons,
They are not subject to the great
climatic losses which occur during
severe winters in. the North., the pop
ulation is not so dense and
there
are not so many gunners. But those
who shoot South are aware that the
quail are most plentiful on attract
ive farms where the natural foods
and small covers are most abundant.
I firmly believe the quail can
be
made quickly far more abundant than
they ever were in any farming reg
ion provided the ground be made saf
and attractive in States which have
game breeders’ laws which make it
worth while to look after the game.
I believe the quail will be made far
more abundant than they ever were
as soon as the sportsmen learn how
to look after the birds properly and
tn deal fairly with the owners of the
farms most of which are posted against all shooting.
On an average farm where there
used to be two or three covers of
quail, I believe there will be six or
eight covies every year although /an
hundred or more birds be shot every
season.—D. W. Huntington in The
Game Breeder.

THE BIRCHES
BROKEN INTO
Captain Barker On the Job and
Discovers the Theft.

Rumford, March. 22.-—The camp«
of • Captain F. C. Barker at th«
“ Birches” were broken into on Sim.
day, March 14th.
Although camps
are closed for the winter, Captain
Barker is constantly on the job and
discovered the break the sain© ¿ay
and with the assistance of his mem
quickly got on the trail—there being
a light snow by which the tracks
could be easily followed. They were
traced to a camp of lumbermen abcat
two miles distant.
Deputy Esty 0*
Rangel ey was called and arrests' were
made.
As the break was made in
Oxford county, the prisoners were
brought to Rumford on the morning
train of March 16th, where a pmliminary hearing was held. Sufficient
evidence not being- put in to hold
them the court ordered the men discharged. So sure was Captain Bark
er of the guilt of the two men whom
he brought to Rumford, that he, with
two other men, went to Welch’s sid
ing on the afternoon train and got
off there, to see if further evidence
could be found.
The two suspects,
being guilty,, displayed great uneasin
ess upon finding the captain on their
trail, and made an attempt to trans
fer the stolen property to another lo
cation.
They also found a nice
overcoat belonging to Felix Landry
of this town, which, was taken
from the train at Beniis some week
or ten days ago.
The men were
arrested and taken to Farmington in
Franklin county, as the arrests were
made in that county, and the stolen
Bradley Waldron, ten years old,
goods were found in that county. It
son of P. G. Waldron of the Tampa
is hoped that the practice of break
Horse and Mule Exchange, knows a
ing into camps around the lakes may
good thing when he sees it.
be broken up by this clean up.
Recently Master Bradley was a
guest at the Manavista, Florida. Writ
ing to Manager H. A. Haskell the
Tampa pilgrim says:
“ When leaving your hotel the other
day, I forgot to leave my room key.
I am returning it to you to-day by
Ten carrier pigeons, bearing mes
mail.
“ I wanted to thank you and your sages of peace from Mayor Curley to
Good Wife for all the kindness and Mayor Mitchell of New York, were
attention that was shown Me while released from the roof of W. & A.
Bacon Company’s store Saturday by
a Little Guest at your Hotel.
“ I heard my Papa tell a Branden- Mayor Curley in the presence of mor<
town Man while down there one Morn than 100 persons.
Mayor Curley took the first bird
ing That you furnished the best dineing room and the Choicest menu in in has hands and, after delivering a
Florida And i thorly agree with him. short speech, sent it on its flight. It
“ Please remember me to that Big was just 10.16 a. m. when this pig
Stout Gentleman from Bufflo.
He eon started toward New York city.
was very nice to me while at the The cover of the crate was then
hotel.
Gee,, his looks proves what opened and nine other carriers were
my Papa said about your hotel, he liberated.
The pigeons are natives of New
knows your good feeding.
“This is my Papas typwriter, and York city and were expected to fly
Before disap
I wacli the man run it every day, and direct to that place.
I am learning to do the same,
it pearing, the birds circled the building
takes me longer, but dont you think several times.
The peace messages, written on
for a little Boy that I am doing all
fine tissue paper, were attached to
right?
“ Hopeing to meet you all again, the legs of the birds. The message
“ May this dove of peace
when I can save up money enough reads:
to take another Boat Trip, Good Bye typify the eternal relations of the
and good luck, F'rom your little best city in the world and the great
est city in America. (Signed) James
guest,
M. Curley.’ \,
“ Bradley Waldron.”
It was said that the birds should
L I V E L Y I N T E R E S T IN M A C H I N E reach New York in about 6% hours.
Th© Bacon company is offering prises
G U N CO.
for the best guesses on the time
Tire prize
Bangor’s new machine gun compan of the pigeons’ flight.
'■s proving what was expected—a suc winners will be announced soon.
cess from the start.
Already
23
men have enlisted and others
are
soon to apply.
Considering the fact
that enlistments started but a few
days ago, the number already enrol
led is most gratifying to the officers.
Children are subject to many min
Capt. Ashworth has received his
or ills, which unchecked
speedily
commission from the office o f the
turn into serious sickness.
adjutant general, as has also Sec
“ L. F .” Atwood’s Medicine giyeD
ond Lieut. Howard L. Bryant of Co.
promptly, checks these little ills.
G., both of whom recently passed a
Used regularly as a Tonic, it is 8
fine examination.
splendid preventative of childhood
On Thursday night of this week ills.
there will be a meeting in the arm
For relief of stomach and bowel
ory of Company G in Court street troubles, it is unsurpassed.
in the interests’ of both
companies. Eastbrook, Me.:
Tallis will be given by Capt. Daniel
“ I and my family use “ L. F." At
I. Gould, Second Lieut. Bryant, Maj. wood's Medicine freely, keeping it
W. E. Southard and Ca.pt. Ashworth, in the house at all times.
and it will be an interesting gather
It is beneficial in many ways, es
ing to which, all members of the pecially for children, who have 80
two military companies and
any many little complaints with stomach
young men who intend to enlist or and bowels.”
who desire information on the sub
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
ject are invited.
Enlistment papers
Safeguard Your children with the
will be on hand at that time, with, big 35 cent bottle— at all dealers.
clerks to make out enrollments, and
FREE Sample by mail from
it is expected that there will be a ” L. F .” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
large attendance.
Me.
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ter loads for brush work.
Do not
order a long barrel thinking
that
thereby you will get a gun which will
shoot particularly hard, as length of
barrel has nothing to do with the
Questiori^to/I^Ir: Laneshooting qualities of a shotgun. Pick
a barrel length which will give you
Last Shoot
of
“ International
Another Reader's Idea on the
the balance which will suit you.
Series" at Arm ory-Ladies.
W. R. N., Valliamt, Okla.
Weasel-Squirrel Question.
I have an old gun that has me
puzzled.
1 can’t find any one that
Livermore Falls.
knows the calibre—the only marks
Augusta, Maine, March 20, 1915.
March 15 was the last night of the
it has on it is “ W. V. Steiger.” It To the Editor of Maine Woods:
“ International Series” and the fol
is made on the same style as the
A short time ago I read an article lowing is the result of the three
improved Vitterli Repeating rifle, ex
in your paper .concerning the ability nights shoot.
,
cept it has a long magazine and the
of a weasel to follow and catch a
Vitterli has a box also.
it is a
squirrel in a tree. The writer was
T O W N TEA M
rim fire with a short cartridge bed.
inclined to doubt that tbisi could be
It has a hole in right side, to push
done, and stated his belief quite em
1st 2nd 3rd Total
cartridges in. Would be glad to know phatically.
P E. Allen
41 32 44 117
calibre.
40 41 42
123
The .past two seasons 1 have been J. Adkins, Capt.
Ans. I do not seem to have any
jl. A. Cooperstown, N. D.
State of Wyoming for hunting and
43 42 42
127
in the Forestry Service here in P. Bartlett
would
I WJiat is the velocity and pen fishing expires December 31st; is is information at hand which
38 44 41 123
Maine, and last summer, while hold J. G. Coolidge
etration of the Savage
compared sued by the Justice of the Peace, throw any light on your problem. 1 ing 'the position of lookout on Kibble Meddie Cloutier
42 43 41
126
with
Colt Automatic pistol in and coasts $50.
Non-resident fee for would suggest that you make a cast j Station, up on the Canadian line, I Joe Cloutier
39 39 39 117
of the chamber and send it to one of .had the good fortune to watch a Sam Coolidge
32 calibre?
bears only is $10.
42 42 44
128
the
ammunition factories. This will
Ads. There is no difference.
39 40 40 119
3. Does a person have to have a
weasel pursue and kill a common red P. Cloutier
be the simplest way to secure am squirrel.
2. How does the 32-40 Colt Re guide ?
C K. Flanders
36 36 41 113
munition if it is made in this coun
•34
aver with 6-inch barrel
compare
37 38 109
Charles
Fournier
Ans. No.
I was going down the mountain to
try.
44 40 41 125
ia velocity and penetration with the
W. E. Gordon
4. How much is an ordinary elk
my
spring,
when
I
heard
a
squirrel
A. S., Well and, Ont.
,32 Automatic Colts?
31 38 41 110
|worth, antlers and hide?
harking in a hysterical, evidently ter- W A. Kelley
112
1. I am thinking of purchasing a
35 37 40
S. S. Locklin
Ans. The 32-20 has the greater
|
ror-stricken
manner,
and
after
a
'Ans. That is rather hard to say.
33
36
rifle
of
25-20
or
32-20
calibre.
Which
H
D.
Lahue
38
107
power and penetration.
' moment or two I saw him, half way
I should write to two or three tax
37 — —
is better for deer?
1 would
like uu a big pine, and circling desper John Macomber
37
A. E. E. C., Hartford, Conn.
idermists whotse advertisements you
—
76
39 37
an
all-round
rifle—one
that
woud
be
0
P.
Tucker
1. Do you consider ti e Remington will find in the sporting magazines.
ately around it’s trunk, with a long,
122
47 36 39
.22 Automatic cartridge as powerful They will be able to give you a safe to use in a settled district, also yellowish brown weasel
following A. W. Nason .
42 38 38
118
J. O. Pengra
one that will do for deer.
a» a .22 long rifle, also a 22-7-45?
every
twist
and
turn.
The
squirrel
better idea of this than I will.
114
E
C.
Tiilllipe
38
38
38
Ans.
Neither
the
25-20
nor
the
32Ans. The ballistics of the .22 Rean
went up into the top of the pine,
5. Where is the best place to bunt
120
43 37 40
20 are the proper cartridges to use which was so isolated that he could Dr. Rand
¡niton Autoloading are: Muzzle ve elk? deer?
42
120
37
Dr.
Robinson
41
for
deer
shooting.
It
is
true
a
locity 950 ft. seconds; muzzle energy
not reach the nearest tree, and the
Ans. Lincoln Park and Fremont
121
41 42 38
H F. Small
number
of
deer
are
shot
with
them,
Si) ft. lbs. .22 long riflio, muzzle ve County, north of Big Wind
weasel went everywhere that the
River
116
40
40
36
W.
F.
Sawtelle
locity 983 ft. seconds; muzzle energy and Bad Water Greek, and also in but the hunter stands an even chance squirrel could go, finally tiring him
123
40 42 41
Dr.
Waite
of
losing
the
animal.
it
is
quite
Jti ft. libs. .22-7-45, muzzle velocity, 1 rernont Co. south of
out o.r terrifying him into submis
Sweetwater
44 43 45
132
impossible to get a rifle which will sion, when the squirrel lay flat a- H Wills
1110 ft. seconds; muzzle energy 123 River.
43 40 45 128
Roy
Wenclal!
be
adapted
for
game
such
as
deer
ft, lbs.
gainst the tree trunk and the weasel
8. Hew far will a .32 Special shoot
119
38 42 38
and will also be suitable for small killed hint with a single bite.
He T. R. Williams
2. How does it compare in range, to kill?
40
43
120
1
Winters
37
came to the ground in a heap, and I
penetration and accuracy with the
Ans. This or any other of the game such as squirrels, rabbits, etc.
2. What is the next larger calibre pulled my old automatic and ran to
above mentioned cartridges?
standard hunting cartridges
will
Totals
1068 1063 1090 3221
If than a .22; and on up to the larg the foot of the tree in time to keep
Ans. All three above
mentioned cause death at extreme ranges.
the weasel from coining down, and
kill est of calibres?
are entirely satisfactory for
small you mean “ shoot to kill’’ to
MILL TEAM
Ans. The next larger calibre than shot him after wasting two maga
effectively and quickly, 1 should say
game shooting.
22, i ,e., of the cartridges now made zines in vain attempts. The squir
3. Do you consider it as good an net over 300 yards.
1st 2nd ird Total
is .25, there having been cartridges rel was unhurt except for two tiny G. C. Buck
all round cartridge for small game F. S. K., Waverly, Iowa.
116
37 39 40
• 1. Is there much, difference in the made in every conceivable calibre marks in the top of his head.
a compared with other ,22 ’s?
33 37 39 109
Lieut. Burbank
Kenneth Fuller Lee.
There is no set
Ans. Personal
preference should range and accuracy of two army from .22 to .60.
30 31 40 101
William Buntin
rifles, when one has a 30-inch bar list of calibres such as .22, .25, .30,
gpvern.
116
36 39 41
W. H. Coventry
4. Ans. Why don’t you take
up rel and the other a twenty-two inch .32, .35, etc., as it is perfectly pos
112
38 35 39
Arthur Driscoll
sible and practical to make a rifle
the matter of the take-down system barrel?
123
39 39 45
R. C. Enstedt
with a barrel which will measure so
Ans. Practically no difference.
with the manufacturers.
37 32 42 111
G. French
somewhere between
2. What is the accurate range of as to place it
L. H., Parrish. Wiis.
120
38 40 42
A. French
Which will penetrate the deeper Colt .32 Auto, Codt .380 Auto, Colt these classes.
121
43 37 41
H, C. Hatch
3. Is a 24-incih barrel as accurate
in wood at a distance of 440 yds., .38 Auto (pocket model), Savage .32
41 44 44 129
C. M. Hall
the new slide action Remington rifle Auto, Savage .380 Auto, and Smith as a 26-inch barrel?
117
39 35 43
H. B. Hadley
Ans. Yes, there is no difference.
The Bath Times says: “ Gen. Pres- R. Gilbert
using the .25 calibre cartridge,
or & Wesson .35 Auto.
120
40 39 41
th Savage using the .303
calibre
Ans. The .32 Auto and the
.380
4. Is a revolver with a 6-inoh bar son, the able new adjutant general of A. Hacker
30 42 31 103
«artriilge both using metal cased 1auto cartridges in either the
Colt rel better than one with a 3-inclh bar the Maine troops, figures that the L King
42 34 35 111
bullets ?
one place for ambitions young pat C. D. Lyford
or the Savage pistols or the
.35 rel?
41 38 40 119
Ans. The .25 Remington cartridge auto in the Smith & Wesson pistol
Ans. The 6-inch barrel will shoot riots who feel not only that in case C . G. Libby
35 43 40 118
will penetrate further owing to its are accurate up to about 20 to 35 straighter, mainly because the dis of tlheir country’s need they would A. P. Lewi®
31 37 35 193
yards.
The Colt regular .38 auto, tance between sights* is so much like to. be enrolled among her de J H. McCarthy
smaller calibre.
43 36 43 122
'Which is a much nipre powerful car greater.
F C. N., Red Wing, Minin.
fenders but that they would like to M. Newiberg
34 33 40 107
1. Are the Colt .22 Automatics al tridge than the others, is accurate up
be leaders, is in the National Guard, D S. Piper
128
43 43 42
to 50 to 75 yards*.
ready on the market?
learning in time of peace the duties E. Pushard
124
39 44 41
3. Are not the .380 Anto cartrid
of the soldier, for he sees no other Alvin Record
Ans. Not that I know of.
119
41 40 38
adequate source of supply for the of Capt. O. Roys, Jr., 39 45 40
2. Where can I get one of
the ges and the .38 Auto cartridges ti e
m
Remington .22 calibre ihstols manu same in caldibr'e with the difference
ficers of the great volunteer army H. T. Simmons
38 40 40
118
only in the weight of bullet?
factured a few years ago?
which would be required in the event H. Sawtelle
119.
40 40 39
Ans. 1 do not know. They were
Ans. Yes, the difference is in the
of war with, a first class power. Few Sam Smith
118
41 38 39
discontinued some years ago,
and weight of bullet and the amount of
civilians appreciate what the prob A. Walton
99
29 37 33
lem of officering a million volunteers
you probably could not get one ex powder.
4. What is the penetration
and
cept from a deader in second-hand
would be.
Maine’s
proportion of
' Totals
1017 1037 1073 3p'T
firearms.
foot lbs. of hitting power e.f the .32
________
Isuch, a force would be in the neigh
The three following men were siefc
3. Is a Codt .22 calibre revolver and the .380 auto pistols?
borhood of 70,000 men, or upwards
The ice went out of the Kennebec ! 0f 35 regiments of 1,800 enlisted, tbuen on the night of the last shoot and
Ans. The .32 Auto pistol cartridge
affected the same way as a rifle or
they were given the average of the
pistol from gas cutting on account lias a bullet weighing 74 grains, the 1r>ver this year, the earliest known for ' e^cj1> Each regiment would require
two nights before.
P. Bartlett, 42;
per the past 130 years, according to records |upwards of fifty commissioned oxficol using .22 shorts extensively? Does muzzle velocity being 938 ft.
E. C. Phillips, 38; of the
Town
in
trie
possession
of
Charles
E.
Tall1
second, an d a muzzle energy of 114
ers, and these officers must have a
it seriously affect the accuracy?
Team
and
A.
Walton,
33;
of
the
Mill
The .3S0 Auto pistol car man, U. S. N., (retired) of Richmond, working knowledge of their military
Ans. Yes, but the accuracy is not ft. lbs.
Team, tlie Town Team beating the
who
is
an
authority
on
all
matters
per
duties.
Where in Maine could the
affected in as great degree as in a tridge has bullet weighing 95 grains,
Mill Team by 94 points.muzzile velocity of 880 ft. per second, taining to the Kennebec and the weath 1,700 to 2,000 officers for her 70,000
rifle.
er.
In
1872
and
1902
the
ice
left
the
H. Wills captured the J. Guy Cool
volunteers be found, except in the
4- I use .22 long rifle and shorts and a ¡muzzle energy of 166 ft. lbs.
Kennebec on March 12, but this is the
idge
trophy with a score of
132
National Guard?
Manifestly that
semi-smokeless greased and some From point of effectiveness, the .380
first March 11 that the river has opened
to
must be the chief source from, which points and D. S. Piper captured the
times the UMC Lesmok.
Does rub- ri much to (be preferred owing
within the limit of the above mentioned
to draw, and the total strength of S. W. Coolidge trophy with a score
ting off the lubricant by
carrying its greater diameter and energy.
record.
„
A.
B.
D.,
East
Holden,
Me.
the Maine National Guard to.-day is of 128.
them in belt loops cause inaccuracy
March 11, the Ladies had their of
only about 1,500.
Therefore
the
Can you tell me the ballistics of
on fine shots?
the
Adjutant General is practically noth ficial shoot and following is
the -32 short land long rim fire car
Ans. No.
ing more nor less than a school for score: Grace Luce 38; Flossie Sban5. Would .a .22 WRF shot in a tridges loaded with semi-smokeless
officers of the volunteer army of the nahan, 28; Grace Wilson, 40; Lida
•4-incli rifle barrel be large enough powder and fired from a 24-imch bar
next national emergency, and that Gibbs,,, 42; Maude Bradford, 33; Lois
rel?
tor this looaildty?
W e have squir
Ans. The .32 Short cartridge has a
when the emergency comes,
every Campbell, 36; Gussie Jewell, 30; Cora
es, hares, grouse, jack rabbits, with
member of tlxe National Guard who Waite, 34; Laura Waite, 30; Mabel
on occasional chance at a fox, coon bullet weighing 80 grains, the muz
is capable will promptly be promoted Jewell, 24; Ellen Now Ian, 43; Ada
and wolf.
The country is
hilly zle velocity hieing 990 ft. seconds,
and heavily wooded in places.
We and a muzzle energy of 172 ft. lbs.
to shoulder straps.
He considers Stearns, 24; Gladys Hall, 31; Gladys
Gilman, 41; Lon,a Gilman', 34; Clara
also have lo ts ,o f roiling prairie. 1 The .32 long has a weight of bullet
that an important reason why service
Morin, 23; Bertha Pomeroy, 27; Mab
like to do a lot of target shooting of 90 grains, muzzle velocity of 1170
in the National Guard should be at el Simmons, 41; Alta Adkins,
27;
and cost of ammunition is a serious ft seconds, and a muzzle energy ' of
tractive to every young man of edu Ava Robinson,, 36; Annie Fournier,
obstacle. Would a .22 long rifle gun 274 ft. libs,
cation and ability, and it seems good 36.—S. S. Lockiln,
A. E., Jamestown, N. Y.
be better?
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Will you please give me
some
Ans. I should think that considerlogic.”
GOOD CATCHES REP ORTE D
Offers room with hot and
ipg the cost of ammunition, neces- good in format ion about a repeater.
cold
water
for
$
1.00
per
day
8lI7 power, etc., that the .22 WRF I am about to. buy a repeating shot
Several fishing parties
brought
and up, which includes free
gun.
Which kind of a
repeater
"'ould be just about right.
use of public shower baths.
home good catches last week from
would you think the strongest and
& S., Harvard, Nebr.
the ponds around Sebasticook
sec
Nothing to Bqoal This in New England
1- Is the .32 Special, .33 or .35 most durable, all-around gun?
tion.
Roons with private baths
Have ycu written the manufactur
calibre rifles best for elk and deer?
for $ 1.&0 per day and up;
If not, I
A pickerel over 25 inches in length
Ans. Any one of the three m er ers for their catalogs?
suites ot two rooms and bath
Whenever you ’..lire if' "p '-f oui
and weighing over seven pounds has
ged js sufficiently powerful.
It would suggest that you do so at
for $4.CO per day and up.
Choose a shotgun made by a
been on exhibition in a Bath window, advert,sers, don’t forget to mention
la 8imply a matter of personal pre once.
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F
It is important to
having been caught in Lamont’s creek Maine Woods.
reputable manufacturer. As you wish
ference.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
near that city by George Pinkham and yo,u to do so; important to us and
2- How much is the big game li- to use the gum for all-around work I
Send fo r Booklet
as the pickerel itself proved it, no one the advertiser naturally wants to
would suggest that you get a full
cense m Wyoming?
TO RER E. C R A F T S
G en.
Manager
know where you found his name
can dispute that fish story.
Ans. Non-resident license in the i choke barrel, then you can use scat-

WEASEL WENT
TOWM TEAM WON
BY 94 POINTS
WITH SQUIRREL

H u n i i n ö H e lp s

1R L a r ie

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

TRAINED MEN
NEEDED

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

HERE THERE AND
EVERYWHERE

M A IN E

WOODS,

Where To Go In Maine

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A R C H 25, 1915.

K ET BALL TEAM DOINGS AT THE
LEGISLATURE
PLAY AT ANDOVER

Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles- being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing- autom obiling. etc.

YORK

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

CAMPS,

Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
Write for circular.

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

H EN RY J. L A N E ,

Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

F I S H I N G
,

OTTER PQND CAM PS

AT

John Carville’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Aillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.

B lakeslee

Lake

E S T

C am ps

E N D

H O T E L
H. M.

CASTNER,

P ortland,

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full o f valuable
information on Hunting, Tiapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy. eto., that could not be. obtained elsewhere
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington,
W. Va.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 L A O VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

W

Jackm an. Maine

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.

Write fo r -booklet.

P rop 'r.

M aine

T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A RKER, Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsiiing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for DEAD RIVER REGION
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport ■> The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
men. All farm, dairy products, pork particular. Maine’s idea' family vaca
and poultry from our owu farm, enabl- \tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, i section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
American plan Send for circular.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
AND LOG CAMPS.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’ s Hotel in New \ Heart o f the Rangeleys. BtBt fishing region.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, \Special June and September rates. Booklet,
best trout fishing in Maine.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
I ________________________________________________
VAUGHAN C A M P S

The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, b a i l  me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
ing and mountain climbing. Separate camos-fpr the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
all parties, with special accommodations foattSun- resort. Telephone connections. A m ost beauti
climate during the summ er m onths; cool,
ilies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing, ful
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
and a never end of rivers and streams.
in
the
State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Autom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N
Prices reasonable. For full partic
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one Fishing.
ulars.
address
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet
parties. Map and booklet o f m y territory on
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
request.
EU STIS.
M AINE
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman. Maine
THE

ATTEAN LAKE

CAMPS

ROWE POND CAMPS

W ar or no war
Pierce Pond Gamps

Party Visits Stratton and Finds
“ Walking Is Fine.”
(Special Correspondence.)

Rangeley, March 24.—Mrs. E. P .
Me Card and Mis® Alice Sweetser are
in Boston for the week.
W. L. Butler of Farmington
is
spending the week with Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Furbish.
S. B. McCard has been suffering
with an abscess in his ear,, but is
more comfortable^ at present.
Mrs. Almon Wilbur, Hay deb Huaxtoon, Mrs. Eugene Soule, Mrs.. O. R.
Rowe, F. B. Stewart, Mrs. L. A.
Robertson, Miss Tlhalie Hoar
have
been on the sick list the past week.
Miss Helen Aldrich of Phillips was
a recent guest of her sister,
Mrs.
Daniel French.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Childs were
called to Dix,field Saturday by the
death of Mr. Child’s sister.
Orner Ellis left Saturday morning
for Pittsburg, Mass., where be has
employment doing repair work in a
garage.
Miss Emma Brown of Clinton was
a week end guest of A. L. Low.
The teachers returned to their
respective homes for the spring vaca
tion.
- .
The High bcliool basket ball team
played at Andover Saturday, March
19.
Score 22 to 18, favor Andover.
A party of 32 K. P ’s. visited the
Stratton Lodge Friday night.
The
Stratton Lodge worked 2nd degree
and Oquossoc Lodge worked 3rd de
gree.
A good time was enjoyed and
rumor has it that the “ walking is
fine.”
H. C. Riddle was in Phillips Fri
day on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Madden and
little daughter are visiting relatives
and friends in Lewiston and North
Jay.
Miss Emma Russell left for Phil
lips Monday where she will resume
her duties at the opening of school.
Tihe Jolly Twelve met last Thurs
day afternoon with Mrs. O. R. Rowe.
Refreshments of sandwiches, punch
and cake were served.
Two degrees were worked at the
K. P. meeting Monday night. At the
close of the meeting a banquet of
steamed c la m s , coffee, doughnuts and
cheese was served.
Mr. and Mrs. David Quimby have
returned from Avon, where they hav
been spending the past month.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Boulter and
Sam Leonard were called to Andover
Wednesday by the serious illness of
a relative.

These camps will be opened in season
for the spring fishing. Everything at
tractive to be found in the Maine
woods, will be found here. Great fam
WEST MILLS
ily resort, from June to October, or
March 17.
Belgrade Lakes, M e.
/
any time. Try it, and be sure you have
The
snow
is
melting
very
fast, and
This well-known house will found the right spot. Write for book
it
looks
as
if
the
sleighing
would
let
to
open May 1st to the early fisher
not last much longer.
H.
W.
MAXFIELD,
men. and the regular summer
Guy French is working for D. L.
business under old management.
Rowe, Pond, Me. Badger.
Rev. Earl Bigelow expects to leave
this place next week and go
to
Kent’s Hill where h,e will take
a
course at Kent’s Hill Seminary.
Industry Grange conferred the third
I and fourth degrees on two candidates
at their last meeting.
Blackbirds, robins and crows have
been seen in this place within
a
week.
The fa.nm>ers of this place
are
getting ready to do their sa,piping—
some even have begun to tap and
report that sap is
running very
freely.
D. L. Badger is putting a new eL ook around and see if you h a v e n ’t som e F ire A rm s,
vs.pcrator in his sap house.
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
fishing. Best o f reference4 furnished. Send
for circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.

C e n tr a l H ou se

BIG RESULTS
F R O m SSVSALL A D S .

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

B oats,

A D og,

A n A u tom obile, A C am era, T en t,

H am 

m ock or som eth in g else you d o n ’t w ant.

Someone else is sure to want it

S50. 90 RewarJ for evidence leading to
the c 'nviction of the p°tson or persons
who recent Iv broke into mv camps at,
Long Pond in Sandy River Plantation.
March 18, 1915. H A. Haskell.
To Let for the Season

W e have sold things f o r others, and
sam e f o r you.

w e can d o

Rates one cen t a w ord in ad van ce.
Address, Classified D ep a rtm en t,

the COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Also motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. Write I W.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.

I N T H E .RANGELEY R E G IO F
M A IN E W O O D S,
Phillips, M aine

Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and on<>half miles from the radri ad and throe-foui ths
mde f om i '< d auto road. Trout fi hing,'both
b ke snd stream Rates *12 60 to S'6 00 per week;
$2/'0 net- daY
Booklet and references. For
pirticutars address
H B M O N S. B L A C K W E L L ,
Dallas, Maine.

Reports of Committees

Mr. Allen from the Committee m
Inland Fisheries and Game on bill,
An Act to amend Section fifteen of
Chapter thirty-two of the
Revised
Statutes, as amended by Chapter
two hundred and six of the Public
Laws of nineteen hundred and thir
teen, relating to the duties of the
commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, reported the same in a
new draft under title of “An Act to
amend Chapter thirty-two
of the
Revised Statutes, as amended by
Chapter two' hundred and six of the
Public Laws of nineteen hundred and
thirteen, relating to the adoption of
rules and regulations
restricting
Fishing and Hunting in cases of Em
ergency,” and that it ought to pass.
The same Senator from the sanie
committee on bill, An Act to amend
Section thirty-nine of Chapter thirtytwo of the Revised Statutes, as amended by Chapter two hundred and
six of the Public Laws of nineteen
hundred and thirteen, relating
to
the protection of Beaver (Senate No.
48) reported the same in a new
draft under the same title, and that
it ought to pass.
The same Senator from the same
committee on bill,- An Act to amend
Section forty of Chapter thirty-two
of the Revised Statutes, as amended
by Chapter two hundred and six of
the Public Laws of nineteen hundred
and thirteen, relating to the closed
season on fur bearing animals
re
ported thè same in a new draft* un
der the same titLe, and that it ought
to pass.
Mr. Herrick from the committee on
Mercantile affairs and insurance on
hill, An Act amendatory of Section
one hundred and twenty-six of Chap
ter forty-nine of the Revised Stat
utes,. relating to Assessment Casual
ty Insurance Companies, (Senate No.
168) reported same in a new draft
under the same title, and that it
ought to pass.
The reports were accepted and the
several bills and resolve tabled for
printing under the joint rules.
The same Senator from the same
committee on, Petition of Alfred L.
Stevens and one hundred and thirty
others in favor of prohibiting night
fishing with lights reported that the
petitioners had leave to withdraw.
Mr. Herrick from the committee on
mercantile affairs and insurance on
bill, An Act relating to Deposits of
Assessment Casualty Insurance Com
panies (Senate No. 167) reported
same ought not to pass.
The reports wvre accepted
and
sent down for concurrence.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on bill, An Act to repeal so
much to Chapter 192 of the Private
and special Laws of 1913 as relates to
Big Kennebago lake and Little Ken
nebago lake in Stetson town, so call
ed. in Franklin county, including the
outlets, reported same in a new
draft under title of “ An Act addit
ional to, and to amend Section 2
of Chapter 32 of the Revised Stat
utes, as amended by Chapter 206 of
the Public Laws of 1913, relating to
fishing in Kennebago lake, Little
Kennebago lake and the outlets of
said lakes,” and that it “ ought to
pass.”
Same gentleman from same com
mittee cm bill, An Act to amend Sec
tion 56 of Chapter 206 of the Public
Laws of the State of
Maine, for
1913, relating to the registration of
guides, reported same in a new draft
under title of “ An Act to amend
Section 56 of Chapter 32 of the Re
vised Statutes, as amended by Chap
ter 206 of the Public Laws of 1913,
relating to the registration of guides,
and that it “ ought to pass.”
Same gentleman from .'same com
mittee, on petition of A. M. Jonet
arid 12 others, residents of Eustis
aid vicinity, asking for additional
restrictions upon fishing jn Stratton
Brook and its tributarie?, in Frank
lin County, reported in new draft
bill, An Act additional to Chapter 32
of the Revised Statutes, as amended
by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
of 1913, relating to-fishing in Stjetton Brook and its tributaries to said
brook and in the Mount Bigelow
Ponds, in Franklin County.
.
Same gent Lemon from some com
mittee, on petition of O. C. Dodbier
and 87 others that the
Carrabosset
River and its tributaries above the
bridge at Bigelow be opened to flsli-

ing, also that the Great
Paper Company he required to 1&ifisthways or leave the gates * ^
in any dam they may have 0n
waters, except at such time as
they
are actually in use for the wr.
of driving lumber, reported in J*
draft bill, An Act to amend Cham
32 of the Revised Statutes ag ^
mended by Chapter 206 of the p,,-,
L'c Laws of 1913, relating to
ir Oarrabassiet River and its ^
utaries above the bridge at
and that it “ ought to pass.’
Same gentleman from same
mittee, on petition of A. S. Tha^.
of Jay an 64 others, asking
..."
ditiomal regulations upon fishing
waters in Jay and ChcstertSB ^
Franklin County and in Payette
Kennebec County, reported bill, v
Act additional to Chapter 32 of t
Revised Statutes, as amended by
Chapter two hundred and six of t;e
Public Laws of 1913, relating to fo
ing in Mud Pond, Mirror Lake, sactihies called Parkis Pond, and tlejr
tributaries, and Bog Stream afid
tributaries down as far as %
Pond Stream, in Franklin and Ken.
nebec Counties and that it “oughta
pass.”

WELD
March 24.
Carl Schofield, who is
Kent’s Hill is spending his v*
with his parents, F. S. Schofield
wife.
Rev. J. B. Coy preached at ti
Union church Sunday, March 21.
The Cong’l. Jr. C. E. society*!!
give an egg supper at E. 0. )feca.lf’s home Friday night.
Althea Parlin is home from Kent;
Hill visiting her parents.
Rev. J. P. Barrett will preach ¡the F. B. church Sunday, March 3i.
It is repeated that Orrin Merck
has purchased a new Ford autom
bile.

s

EAST NEW PORTLAND
March IS.
Miss Alma Liisherness lias finish«!
work for Mrs. Dan Emery and re
turned home.
Mrs. Asa Adams was in town a
few days last week called by the
sudden death of her father, L. C.
Parsons.
Miss Florence Emery is at horn
from Madison, ill with a bilous s:
tack.
Mrs. Carl Walker recently visit»
her parents in North Penobscot.
Mrs. KLlen Clark lias been in per
health all winter.
Mrs. Orrin Holbrook and Mrs. Jes
sie Willay attended the M. C. I.
Glee Club concert at North Anson
Saturday night.
Mrs. Will Safford and two daugh
ters were guests of Mrs. Geo. Sat
ford Saturday and Sunday.
Ernest Luce is working for He
New Portland Mfg. Co.

Rangeley,
Maine
A beautiful estate of 200acres,
situated on the north shore of
the upper Rangeley Lake, two
miles from the Rangeley Lake
House.
This estate has a frontage of
h a lf a mile on the lake, and runs
back three-quarters of a mile to
the County Road, and commands
magnificent views of the lake.
On the property, which for the
most part is in a high state of
cultivation, is .a picturesque piece
o f woodland and two f i n e springs.
The property is fully equipped
as a farm ,

with a good farm

house, two barns, farming uten
sils and live stock, and is in ex
cellent condition.
includes
Point.”

the

The property

famous

‘ R°ss

Terms reasonable.

M rs. L u cy H. Bowdoin,
82 Washington Square,
Salem, Mass.

M A IN E

hotel s t r o n g

TO BE CLOSED
fljse Ball Boys W ill Give Enter
tainment— Entertain Friends
at Whist.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, March 23.—Miss Hortense
Bntler of Phillips was the guest of
jjjjg Lizzie Worth ley a few
days
list week.
Mrs. P- W. Mason and Mrs. H.
: gates have returned from Boston
Portland where they spent a
lewweeks.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harry
Chandler
-gd Sunday with relatives in Pihil5a
Schools in town began Monday
the same teachers in the viljjgg schools.
Miss Dorothy Me Keen
^«aching in the Me Leary district.
Mrs. Mattie Hinds has
finished
torkfor Mrs. Ena Mason.
Bev. and Mrs. Weston P. Holman
T6re called to Dixfield last Friday
bydie death of his mother, Mrs. J.
¿Holman, whose funeral was SaturJUafternoon.
Mrs. Holman
has
¡geo in failing health for
some
LIFE GUARDS.
The Life Guards are two regiments
cl cavalry forming part of the Brithh household troops.^ T h e y are gal¡amsoldiers, and everyVkocad British
ieart is proud of them. , Not only
tieKing's household, but yours, ours,
should have its life guards.
The
seed of them is
especially great
rhen the greatest foes of life, dis
eases, find ttHtes in the very ele
ments as colds, influenza,
catarrh,
the grip, and pneumonia do in the
stormy month of Maxell. The best
way that we know of to guard against these diseases is to strength
en the system with Hood’s Sarsapar
illa—1the greatest of all life guards.
It removes the conditions in which,
these diseases make their most suc
cessful attack, gives vigor and tome
to all the vital organs and functions,
and imparts a genial warmth to the
blood. Remember the weaker the
system the greater the exposure to
disease.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes
the system strong.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , M A R C H

25, 1915.

months.
The Ladies’ Aid met this week,
Everett Foster, who works
for Wednesday afterneon with Mrs. Em
Charles Richards in the livery stabile, ma, Gilman.
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr.
The enter tain meat to be given by
and Mrs. George Foster at Farming- the base ball boys next
Friday
ton.
evening, March 26, bids fair j.o be
Misses Ada Smith and Elia Mosey, one of the best entertainments
of
who are teachers in Kingfield, were the season.
A dance will be held
guests of Mrs. C. V. Starbird several after the entertainment, in Luce’s
days last week.
hall.
P. W. Mason was in Portland on
Miss Carrie Hunter is spending a
business last week.
few weeks with relatives and friends
John Tirrell of Phillips was a
iu Boston and other places.
caller in town Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Bradford is having a
Clyde Vining of Auburn is in town
hardwood floor put into the Central
the guest of his father, Leslie A.
telephone office.
Vining, and other relatives.
The friends of Sam Stone are glad
Allie Richards continues to be quit
to see him out again after his sur
ill,
Rev. Geo. B. Ninde and Mitchell gical operation at Bell’s hospital.
Abner Page of Kingfield was
in
True had charge of the services at
the Methodist church Sunday morning town Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird very
in the absence of Rev. W. P. Hol
man.
% pleasantly entertained a party
of
Wednesday
Mrs. C. B. Richardson remains in friends at their home
Tire evening
very poor health. Mrs. Nancy Tooth- evening of last week.
was spent in playing flinch, during
aker is working for her.
Miss Kate McFhail cared for Mrs. which a delicious lunch was served,
sandwiches,
D. E. Leighton last week. The many consisting of assorted
friends of Mrs. Leighton are pleased olives, assorted cakes, and cocoa. A
to know she is gaining rapidly from delightful time was enjoyed.
her recent severe illness.
Howard and Carl Beal of Phillips,
Mrs. Fred D aggett. is quite ill at who were operated on for appendici
this writing, but all hope for her tis at Dr. Bell’s hospital last week,
speedy recovery.
are doing nicely.
They
returned
Miss Leola Durrell o f Dixfield is t<; their home Tuesday noon.
stopping at the home of her uncle,
Miss Lou Foster of Booth bay Har
Walter Durrell and is attending school bor is in town the guest of
her
here.
mother and sister.
Burchard Look is janitor of the
Warren, son of Benjamin Dodge,
High school building this term.
is in town visiting his aunt,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Norris and two
Nelson Walker and family.
children were in town Ia st, week call
Miss Florence Luce spent
last
ing on friends.
week
witli
friends
in
Auburn.
Miss Kathleen Mitchell spent sev
There will be a masquerade ball
eral days last week with her cousin,
in
Luce’s hall, April 1st. with music
Miss Cryisteen Mitchell.
Miss Charlotte Burns went to Far by Dyer’s orchestra.
mington Monday to work for her
George Hitchcock is selling off his
uncle, Merton Partridge and family. j farming and household goods, pre
Miss Freda Mitchell, who has been paring to leave town for Boston where
teaching at Wilton, came home Mon jthey will make their future home.
day night for a short vacation.
Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Holman reMrs. Nelson Walker has been suf
i turned Monday noon from Dixfield.
fering the past week from a sore
The many friends of Mrs. Horatio
eye.
She is, however, much bet
, N Luce are glad to see her out ater.
gain after her recent illness.
Mrs. IJattie M. Johnson, who has
Miss Flora Smjjth has been
a
been the popular proprietor of Hotel
Strong the past few weeks, expects recent guest of her sister, Mrs. Roy
to close the house soon.
It is not |Lewis.
known where Mrs. Johnson will lo
Harry Allen has his new
house
cate, but her departure from Hotel nearly completed and will move into
Strong is much regretted by the pub it soon.
lic and boarders, as she was a very
Walter Bradford
was in New
agreeable proprietor.
Vineyard on business recently.

(

_______________________
EAST MADRID

\

Cross, F ev a rish

C h ild is B iliou s or C on stip a ted

Give Preble’s
LAXATIVE SYRUP
Every m o th e r rea lizes a ft e r g iv in g her ch ild ren
Preble’s L a x a t iv e S yru p th a t th is is th eir id ea
laxative, b e c a u s e th e y lo v e its p lea sa n t ta s te and
it th orou gh ly c le a n s e s th e te n d e r little stom a ch ,
liver and b o w e ls w ith o u t g r ip in g .
When cross, ir r ita b le , fe v e r is h or b rea th is bad ,
stomach sou r,

look

a t th e to n g u e , m o th e r !

If

coated, g iv e a t e a s p o o n fu l o f th is h a rm less la x a 
tive and in a f e w h ou rs all th e f o u l co n s tip a te d
waste, sou r bile and u n d ig e s te d f o o d p asses o u t o f
the bow els an d y o u h a v e a w e ll b a b y .

W h en th e

child has a c o ld use th e la x a tiv e f o r a g o o d in sid e

March 22.
Town meeting to-day.
William McKeene of Loweli, Mass.;
Jaimes McKeene of Dayton, and Orren McKeene of Dryden- brought the
body of their brother, Clark
Mc
Keene, who has been ill for a long
time for burial at North Phillips in
the Byron cemetery last Friday. Fun
eral services were at the Methodist
church in Wilton.
The three broth
ers were guests Friday night of Mr.
and Mrs. Solon Meeham, returning to
their homes on Saturday.
Miss Ruth Morton of Phillips was
a week end guest of her sister,
Gladys Morton, at George Barnjum’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Cleaves
of Barnjum are in Portland for a
short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McLaughlin and
Miss Cora of Phillips, were guests
last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
McLaughlin.
Solon Meeham and G. L. Savage
were in Madrid last Thursday
on
town business.
Andrew Keene still remains poor
ly.
Edwin Keene of Farmington
came last Friday to care for him.
F. H. Thorpe is gaining every day
and is able now to go out of doors,
and can sit up nearly all day.

cleansing is the first tr e a tm e n t.

Four Ounces For 25 Cents
Every b o ttle g u a r a n te e d .
of Castoria.

T r y a b o t t le to d a y and sta rt r ig h t.

n o rm r>e
i

K Ld LL O
The

It tak es th e p la ce

n LD cornerc

U d RUG STORJ-*

■««— M i

Store

n o t ic e
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WEDDING
RECEPTION
Mr. and Mrs. Dunham Generously
Remembered by Friends.
Over 100 gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Dunham to
a wedding reception given to their
son and bride, Mr. and Mrs.
Mil
ford F. Dunham, on the eve of
March 4tli.

YOU N E E D * TONIC
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as a Spring
Medicine, is the Best.
Spring sickness comes in some
degree to every man, woman and
child in our climate. It is that run
down condition o f the system that
results from impure, impoverished,
devitalized blood. It is marked by
loss of appetite and that tired feel
ing, and in many cases by some
form of eruption.
The best way to treat spring sick
ness is to take Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Ask your druggist for this old reli
able family medicine.
It purifies,
enriches and revitalizes the blood.
It is an all-the-year-round alter-:
ative and tonic, and is absolutely,
the best Spring medicine.
Get your blood in good condition^
at once—now. Delay may be dan
gerous. Be sure to get Hood's Sar
saparilla, nothing else can take its
place.

The evening was devoted to con
gratulations to the young married
couple, and a musical program was
carried out, after which refreshments
were served.
The list of presents show the host
of friend® wishing them long
and
happy life: Check,
bride’s uncle,
Columbus Hay ford; large picture,
Clarence Augustus Manning;
silver
berry spoon, Supt. Roscoe L. West;
sterling silver berry spoon,
Clara
Connolly;, cut glass pepper and salt
shakers, Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Beal; Wilson and Thelma Sargent; six
solid mahogany rocker, Mir. and Mrs. fancy china cake plates, Mr. and
Alonzo P. Carville; hand
painted Mrs. Earl Dunham; fancy cake plate,
glass
china chocolate set, Mrs. Almon Car Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wells;
glass
ville; money, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar cheese plate, Benton Rowe;
Dunham and family; china berry set, berry dish, Dean Dunham and Hilma
Miss Alicia Carvill; china celery tray Reed; glass berry dish, Guy Currier
Miss Alice Vehue; china cake set, and Myrtie Wilber; picture, Everett
Effie E. Carvill; rose pattern, china and Fred Heath; hand embroidered
dinner set, Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. sofa pillow, Mir. and Mrs. Harry Dun
Dunham; glass punch set, Almon A. ham; flat irons, Mir. and Mrs. Alton
hand
Carvill;
picture,
“ Madonna
and Dunham and Gilbert Voter;
child,” Miss Effie E. Carvill; towels, painted cake plate, Airs. Emma Ray
Miss Clara Connoly; vases, Miss Lin- mond; old ivory cake plate®, Alton
nie Carvill; books, Mrs. A. M. Stew Pease; set of silver teaspoons, Mr.
art; framed pictures, Mias A. C. and Mrs. Fred Hathaway, Ella and
Moore;
Carvill; cut glass salt and pepper Clyde Hathaway and Inza
shakers, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
H. fancy cream pitcher, Opal Webber;
Fowler; china nut set, hand painted, set of silver table spoons, Mr. and
Mis® Effie E. Carvill; oil
painting, Mrs. Bonmey Webber; sugar shell ane.
“ bird scene,’’ Alicia Carvill;
silver butter knife, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
cold meat fork, Melvin B. Cox; sil Lander; linen tray cloths, Mr. and
ver sugar shell, Mrs. A. M. Stewart; Mrs. Elmon Tyler; hand embroider
two felt rugs, Miss A. C. Carvill; ed guest towels, Mr. and Mrs. Irv
one dozen silver teaspoons, Mr. and ing Parker; linen towels, Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Carvill; silver
butter Mrs, Chas. Heath; linen towels, Ly
knife, Mr. and Mrs. James Bursiel; dia and Arlene Dunham; linen tow
silver butter spreaders, friends; pic els, Miss Hortense Voter and Harry
ture, Miss Clara Connolly; old ivory Heath; linen tray cloths, Mr. and
sugar bowl, creamer and spoon trays, Mrs. Bert Kinney; hand embroidered
Ernest
Alicia Carvill; table cover,.
Miss sofa pillow, Mr. end Mrs.
Rena Fowler; pin trays, girl friends; Briggs;fruit dish, Mir. and Mrs. Geo.
Mr.
silver pie forks, Mrs. Belcher Stew Thompson; fancy china plate.
art; three *fancy cake plates, Mrs. and Mrs. E. L. McLaughlin; framed
A. A. Carvill; silver water pitcher, picture “ by Sawyer,” Miss Edith A.
and silver pickle fork, Amanda Stew Luce; handmade center piece, Mias
art; money, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey A C. Carvill; pair of dessert spoons,
Wing and son Clifford; guest tow Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Stinclifield;
els, Mrs. Frank Dunham;
sterling hand painted cake plate, Mr. and
silver coffee spoons, Misses Leona, Mrs. Earl Dunham; six glass tumb
Lucy and Ellen Prince; one dozen lers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kinney;
teaspoons,
friends;
sewing table, silver dessert spoons, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Dunham; hand embroidered pil Morrell Wing; crystal glass water
low slips, Alicia Carvill; silver cold pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Sarg
Mias
meat fork, pie knife, cream
ladle, ent; old ivory cake plate®,
Marion
Sargent
and
Howard
Gates;
berry spoon and pickle fork, friends;
open worked dresser scarfs, Mr. and o:d ivory cake plate, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. James Bursiel; set of
silver George Dunham; table spoons, Mr.
table spoons, Mr. ard Mrs.
John and Mrs. M. Wing; press cut water
Dunham; guest towels, friends; hand pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. John Hinkley;
Calvin
embroidered center piece, Alicia Car spoon tray, Mr. and Mrs.
Gray;
silver
salt
and
pepper
shakers,
ville,*• hand work, .Miss Katie ’TitMr. and Mrs. George Haley;
salad
comb; hand embroidered doilies, Mrs.
trays, Edith Sargent; money,
Mr.
Frank Dunham,; table linen, Mrs. A.
A. Carvill; gold piece, friend; fancy and Mrs. Harvey Wing, Otto Haley,
cream pitcher, Linnie T.
Carvill; Dean Davenport, Mr. and Mrs. Eu
celery tray, Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Dun gene Hinkley, Dean Wilber, Frank
h a m ;-b on bon dishes, glass berry and Ivan Davenport, Clarence Huff,
dish, with silver standard and card
and Mr. and Mrs. Will Hinkley,
receiver, Mrs. A. A. Carvill; silver
Davenport,
Lydia
Smith
tea set consisting sugar bowl, cream Marion
and
Evan
Webber;
other
gifts
but
er, spoon holder, butter dish, teapot
and syrup pitcher, friend®;
silver no names; silver orange spoons, sil
orange spoons, friends; nut cracker
ver gravy ladle, silver pie server,
and picks,, friends; pair of pillows,
feather bed, four quilts, from the silver fruit knives, silver olive fork,
late Rachel Huntington; lace curtains Mrs. Martin H. Fowler; pearl neck
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Huntington; less, Effie Heath; hand painted cake
lace pillow shams, Mr. and
Mrs.
plate, Mr. and Mrs. Fred McLaugh
H. Brown; hand embroidered lunch
lin;
silver tea knives and forks, Miss
set. Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Hardy;
hand embroidered lunch cloth, Mrs. Luinie Carvill; hand embroidered pil
Cora Stinchfield; tray cloths,
Ella low slips, Mrs. Frank Dunham; mon
Conant; hand embroidered guest tow
ey, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Grover, Mr.
els, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Me Card;
hand embroidered side board scarf, and Mrs. O. A. Dunham.

Mrs. Janies Bursiel; fruit dish, Mr.
and
Mrs. Calvin Gray; fancy vases,
I hereby give notice that my wife,
Alton
Goodwin; fancy china bowls,
Annie W. Stevens, having left my
bed arid board, I shall pay no bills
of her contracting after this date.
H E A L T H P R O M O T E S H A P P IN E S S
Obas. H. Stevens.
Phillips, March 18, 1915.
Without health, genuine joy is im
possible; without good digestion and
regular bowel movement you cannot
Our Advice Is:
have health.
Why neglect keeping
y.mied out of sorts from consti- bowels open and risk being sick and
ailing? Ycu don’t have to. T ake
one small Dr. King’s New Life Pill
do not relieve you, see a physician, at night, in the morning you wild
because no other home remedy will. have a full, free bowel movement
Sold only by us, 10 cents.
and feel much better.
Helps your
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
appetite and digestion.
Try one
to-night.
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

Marauder Put to Death.
At Sutierton, England, a hen was in
a garden with her newly-hatched
brood when a jackdaw pounced upon
a chick. The hen gave battle at once,
and a sharp encounter ended in the
jackdaw being killed.

Take a

T onight
It will act as a laxative in the
momma
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

M A R C H 25, 1915.

Guard Children AgainstW orms

birthday at the home of her daugii- j that purpose on Saturday, March 20.
ter, Mrs. S. A. Potter, 92
Vernon \H. S. Wing was chosen moderator and
There is really very little excuse for
Street, Lowedl, Masis., entertaining in all of the Articles were carried ex sickness if proper care is taken to guard
an informiaj way a number of friends cept Article 4, in regard to appro- against disease. Worms are one of the
and neighbors.
Aunt Jane, as she |priating the sum of $500 each year most dreaded diseases of children.
Signs of worms are: De
is lovingly called, was Kingfield’s old-! for the payment of town orders and
ranged stomach, swollen
P hillips, Maine.
upper lip, sour stomach, o f
Celebrates Birthday In Lovell But dest resident, going to Lowell last interest, which was passed on motion
fensive breath, hard and full
The bill appro
fall to live with her daughter,
by of O. C. Dolbier.
belly with occasional grip- j M on u m en ts, Headstones
Pleasantly Remembered by
whom she is tenderly cared for. Al priating $10,000 for this bridge pass
ings and pains about the na- !
though Aunt Jane is confined to her ed the State Legislature Saturday. It
Kingfield Friends -A. W .
vai, pale face of leaden tint, ! T a b lets, M antle Shelves,
eyes heavy and dull, twitch- 1
chair by lameness she has been well was further voted to leave the. mat
j and
Lander Given Re
and enjoys each day sewing on ter of disposing of the old bridge with ing eyelids, itching of the nose, itching j
of
the
rectum,
short
dry
cough,
grind
selectmen ing of the teeth, little red points stick C em etery W ork o f all Kinds
patchwork, often speaking of
the the selectmen; and the
ception.
friends and relative® in Kingfield by were authorized to hire money rais ing out on tongue, starting during sleep,
whom she wa® well remembered, re ed far the bridge, and to issue town slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
This was a Worm
ceiving
64 card®, booklet® and letters orders for the same.
(Special Correspondence.)
Expeller, will surely and quickly expel
P H IL L IP
ME.
worms.
Good for adults also. A t all dealers’ ,
hall
Kingfield, March 20—Fred Hutch of congratulations.coming mostly from largely attended meeting, the'
35c, 50c and $1.00. Advice free. Special treat
All
orders
by
mail
being
completely
filled
and
there
was
them.
She also received many gifts
ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
or in rersoo
ins is aid up with a lame Leg.
promptly attended to.
Mrs. Lizzie Cole has gone to New including two beautifully decorated no opposition.
: Auburn, Maine
/v . J A
, tL «
Vineyard to do nursing for Dr. Spear. birthday cakes, cut flowers, potted
plants
and
a
number
of
useful
artic
Mrs. G. H. Winter went to WestEUSTIS
Refreshments of ice cream and
NEW VINEYARD
brock Friday to visit her daughter, les.
cake
were
served
by
her
daughter,
Madeline.
She expects to visit
March 22.
Aunt Jane
enjoyed
her son, J. Glen wood Winter at Bow- Mrs. Potter.
Marcli 22.
Headquarters for everything
We are having some fine March
her day as much as her guests. The
doin before her return.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seavey
of
weather.
in the hardware line
next
day
she
was
as
bright
and
Mrs. Kate Porter has been in Far
Farmington visited her mother over
The Sunday school contest between
mington this week the guest of Mrs. cheerful as ever, saying she wouldn’t
Sunday.
have another birthday right away but the Reds and the Blues closed Sun
Carrie Gilbert.
Mrs. Evie Coughlin has returned Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith
Merl Butts was out from Stratton she was going to keep on having day, the 14th, in favor of the Blues. home after a two weeks’ visit with Supplies, Doors, Windows,Sto?«,
The Reds are going to give a supper
them as long as she could.
the first of the week.
relatives and friends.
Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport,
at the schoolhouse Monday evening,
Miss
Marguerite
Tufts
has
just
re
Mrs. Cora Cushman of Phillips is
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Smith have mov
ing
Goods, Paints, Oils, \amisi)
visiting her daughter, Mrs. O. B. ceived from her great-aunt, Miss Em March 22.
ed from Madison back to
Pratt
ma Fitch of Colchester, Mas®.,
a
Mr. John Tissen of “ The Chimes” Corner.
Hutchins.
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Mrs. Chester Burrell returned to large silk quilt 6 y2 feet square, es has 10 chickens that were hatched
Carroll Leeman is helping Mr. Bav
Automobile
Supplies, etc.
timated
to
contain
2,500
hexagonal
March 5, and 8 chickens that hatch in bis shingle mill.
her home in Dry den Thursday.
She
squares
sewed
overedge
into
hexag
ed
out
March
7.
has been here for several weeks car
Clarence Hewev has bought
the
We buy for the lowest spot cash
onal figures containing 25 squares
ing for her father, J. F. Phillips.
Aubrey Meader of Plaittsburg, N. Harry Smith farm in South Strong
prices and give our customers the
about
1
V
4
inches
in
diameter,
Mr. and Mrs. John Phillips
are
Y., i® visiting his brother, Clinton and is moving his goods there.
benefit of the same.
stopping for a while with their daugh all arranged in a most artistic and Meader and family.
Mrs. Ada Kennedy is on the sick
bright
color
scheme.
She
commenc
ter and her husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Irma Knapp of Flagstaff is visit list.
ed on this quilt in 1858 and is now
Chas. Hodgman.
Mrs. Calvin Hoyt of New Portland
ing her sister, Mrs. Wayne Fletcher.
A. C. Woodard and daughter, Wil- 79 years of age.
called on Miss Nellie Hayward last
Miss
Olive
Taylor
is
home
from
In respect to the statement that
mer were at New Portland Friday.
the Normal school at Farmington for Saturday.
.Earl Wing is at home from Kingfield. has three active churches,
Mrs. Clara Scribner of Farmington
a short vacation.
Bangor Law School for a vacation of two clubs, six lodges, dance halls,
visited her sister, Mrs. B. W. Pratt
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Caldwell
and
one month.
He will graduate
in .'whist clubs, etc.,, etc., W. C. Beedy
recently.
seven weeks and then plans to open of Livermore inquires, “ Do you sup children visited Mrs. Caldwell’s broth
The Ladies’ Aid will have a supper
er, Wayne Fletcher and family Sun
port the preachers of *the different
a law office in Kingfield.
*
and apron sale in the Grange hall
day,
March
21.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Brindley have denominations, or do they have to
next Friday evening, the 26th.
families?’’
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Day have re
engaged the S. J. Williamson rent work to support their
Herbert Turner lias sold his horse
and will move in the first of the Now then it must be admitted that turned home from Freeman and New to Ralph Spaulding, and Geo. Bark
the town does not so support the Vineyard where they have been visit
week.
ALSO
er has sold his cow to Fred Spauld
Friends here were grieved to hear preachers, (for the churches are not ing for a few weeks.
ing.
F u rn itu re o f All Kinds
And
of the sudden death on
Tuesday, wholly on the town anyway).
George Day was out from King •&
Mrs. Helen Handly has bought the
besides
what
can
be
expected
where
March 16, of S-elden Parker of Phil
Bartlett one day the past week.
Betsy Voter field.
lips.
Mr. Parker worked in the mill there are so many other ways for
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Douglass
here last summer and played the viol the people to spend their money.
and children have gone to the Kibby
Phillips,
Maine
In appreciation of his services in
in in the Peerless orchestra.
Dam. camp to stay.
Marshall will U N IO N M A R IN E I N S U R A N C E CO.
and
connection
with
the
Pythian
Sisters
L TD . OF L IV E R P O O L , ENG.
Mrs. Harry Batchelder and daugh
look after the dam.
STRONG - MAINE. I
ter Zera, were in town
Wednesday drama, A. W. Lauder was given a
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1914.
Will Arnold has returned
home Stocks and Bonds.
reception
by
the
Pythian
»Sisters
on
$672.309 47 —---------------------------------- ----**
tnd Thursday visiting her
mother
in Office and Bank.
55.362 46
the anniversary of his birthday which Ifroci Flagstaff where lie has been Cash
and sisters.
A gents’ Balances.
3)8,982 89
working.
Bills
Receivable.
3.119 26
Information has been received that occurred on St. Patrick’s day, at the
5000 C ords
Interest and Rents,
6.8% 67
Fred
Norton
is
gaining
so
that
he
close
of
their
regular
meeting
on
All
other
Assets,
445 35
Mrs. Warren Staples of Dixfield for
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar P
ui^walks
out
of
doors.
Gross
Assets,
$958.116 09 wood wanted, delivered at any statifl
merly of this place, is laid up by a Wednesday evening, March 17. The
Deduct items rot admitted.
63 369 34
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R,l
Garnald and Arthur Sprague
of
Admitted Assets,
fracture of the small bone of the hall was appropriately decorated with
$894,746 75
between Farmington and Rangeley ui
green
crepe
paper
which
was
effec
Flagstaff
are
visiting
their
father.
LIABIL1TIESIDEC.
31,
1914.
ankle caused by falling on the ice.
between Strong and Salem.
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$194.605
2
3
tively
used
on
the
tables,
chandelier
C. S. Sprague.
A few wagons are to be seen on
Unearned Premiums,
19('.0<0 59 A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips,Me,
All other Liabilities,
Each guest was present
26,646 78
our streets and some of the hauling and altar.
Edison Sylvester has returned horn Cash
Capital,
200,000
00
ed with a boutonniere of shamrock from Anson.
Surplus over all Liabilities,
is being done ou wheels.
28 .594 16
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus.
which
was
worn
during
the
evening.
&
$894,746
75
Eugene Simmons has been laid off
•A. G. EUSTIS,
by illness from bis work of hauLing One table contained two trays laden
Franklin,
Strong, Me.
WEST NEW VINEYARD
with postcards and other gifts, the
squares from Lexington.
Office over National Bank.
T H E T R A V E L E R S I N S U R A N C E CO.,
About 50 young people enjoyed, the other was decorated for the lunch.
March 22.
H A R T F O R D , C O N N E C T IC U T .
social at Grace Umiveirsalist church Refreshments of punch, saltines, fancy
Phillips,
Maine*
This entire community was sadden
Tuesday evening.
Cocoa and assort '*ookies : »>■' waf'-rs were served and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Both
'Phones
ed
by
the
sudden,
death
of
Mrs.
AReal Estate,
$ 2,289,350 00
ed cakes were served and many then came the birthday cake, a large
Mortgage Loans.
30,008.390 36
Farmington. Collateral
two layer fruit cake with white frost manda Brooks of West
games indulged in.
Loans.
309.223 40
and Bovds.
45,044,297 60
Sibyl Landers had a birthday gath ing adorned with 59 pink and white Mrs. Brooks was visiting her sister, Stocks
Cash in Office and Bank,
3,100,334 21
J . B L A I N E M ORRISON
Mrs. Brooks A gents’ Balances,
66 845 89
ering on her 15th birthday, Friday, candles placed in rose candle holders, Mrs. Augusta Turner.
Bills Receivable.
42,226 42
the
extinguishing
of
which
by
Mr.
was
taken
suddenly
ill
and
passed
aMarch 19, when s''e entertained sev
Interest and Rents,
1.309.081 83
amuse-1 way March 17th. The remains were All other Assets,
16.679.677 75
eral friends and relatives. She re Lander caused considerable
Gross
Assets,
$97,849,427 36
Mr. Lauder received
from ! taken to her home in West Fannin,g- Deduct items not admitted,
ceived a book from her aunt, Mrs. O. ment.
9I6.L9 82
Admitted Assets,
$96.933,277 53 Beal Block. Phillip« Fire and Life lruwn
C. Dolbier, a silver thimble from her the Temple, boob, “ Beverly of Graus-' ton, where the funeral services were
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1914.
This was
her
mother, Mrs. O. I. Landers and other •tark’’ by Geo, Barr McCutcheon and |hel<l March 20th.
Net Unpaid Losses.
S 943.871 33
man
postcards.
Ti
e
committee
I
birthplace.
Unearned
Premiums.
gifts from relatives and friends. Re
09,661 45
All
other
Liabilities,
83.466.344 42
was
Mrs.
Winnie
Dolbier,
Mrs.
Liz
Miss Isabel Gouild, who has been Cash Capital,
freshments were a pretty birthday
5.000.000 00
zie Cole, Mrs. Alma Dolbier.
Mrs. fork in g in Farmington for
7.453.600 33
Mrs. Surplus over all Liabilities.
cake, ice cream and assorted cake®.
$96,933 277 63
At this time Herman Corbett has returned borne Total Liabilities and Surplus,
At a meeting of the School Board Cole made the cake.
ARTHUR G. EUSTIS.
DENTIST:
Monday evening Principal L. P. Hos- a postcard shower of about 40 cards for a few weeks.
Franklin.
Strong. Me.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evenings bj
ley was elected Superintendent
of was given to J. F. Phillips who is
Miss Esther J. Savage was unable
appointment.
slowly recovering from his injury of to return to school on account of a T H E
TRAVELERS
Schools.
IN D E M N IT Y
CO., H A R T F O R D , C O NN .
A well attended parish meeting last fall; and a book “ In the Hol bad cold.
ASSETS DEC. 31 1614.
of Grace Universal i®t church
was low of Her Hand,” by Gieo. McCutch
Otis Gould and Art' ur Merrill l ave
Mortgage Loans.
$ 486.830 00 I N IA G A R A F IR E INSURANCE CO,
held Monday evening at which Rev. eon, was given to H. R. McKenney hauled lumber to West Farmington, Collateral
Loans.
123.850 00
Anna P. Bailey’s resignation was re for assistance in the Pythian Sisters having it sawed for s'los to be built Stocks a»-d Bonds.
1,811.286 62
Cash in Office and Bank,
N E W YO R K .
118.114 22
drama
of
March
4.
The
pr.esentatgretfully accepted.
The secretary,
Interest and Rents,
35 963 67
in the near fixture on their farms.
All other Asset.-,.
'cn
of
gifts
was
made
by
M.
E.
C.;
151.904
82
Mrs, J. E. Voter was instructed to
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1914.
Gross Assets.
$2.720,949 33
get into communication with
the Winnie Dolbier. Til ere were 35 mem
Deduct items not admitted.
Non«
112,659 02 Real Estate.
$
,553.500 OO
EAST WELD
Admitted Assets
$2,608.390 31 |Mortgage Loans,
State Superintendent in regard
to bers present at tf is meeting. After
None
i Collateral Loans,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1914.
a pleasant social hour and several
5.334,063 f
filling the vacancy.
JStocks and Bonds,
Net
Unpaid
Losses,
475.726
«
342,861 77 Cash in Office and Bank
556.649 6S
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Mosley and two games the company dispersed.
Unearned Premium«,
639,065 67 A gents’ Balances,
March 22.
None
All other Liabilities,
65.980 84 Bills Receivable.
It took the town of Kingfield just
children came .Tuesday night.
Their
39,219 d
S. W. Beane, who has been making Cash Capital,
1,000.000 00 Interest and Rents,
94.186 39
Surplus over all Liabilities,
57f.48'’
03 All other Assets,
household goods arrived the first of 18 minutes to vote to raise $6,000 shovel block® in this district,
has Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$2.608.390 31
cement
$7.555.44« «
the week and they have moved into towards building the new
Gross Assets.
moved his family to the west side of
•
ARTHUR G. EUSTIS.
12.576j '
Deduct items aot admitl
brielge over the
Carrah.asset,
at
Franklin,
the Allen Dyer rent.
Strong,
Me.
the lake where they are to spend the
}S.tu2,679 1
Admitted Assets
the
special
town
meeting
called
for
Mr. and Mirs. Efmbert Hennigar are
summer.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1914
H A R T F O R D F IR E I N S U R A N C E CO.,
both very low.
Rev. C. L. Woodworth was a guest
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 847.316 12
H A R T F O R D , CONN.
A P- of I. II. Buker Friday.
F. B. Hutchins was working
at DON’T KNOW THEY HAVE
Unearned Premiums.
•
3.682,592 65
AII
other
Liabilities.
83.63- »5
PENDICITIS.
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1914.
Stratton several days this week.
Addison Sanborn lias gone to Ports Rea) Estate,
Cash
Capital.
1.000.000.
00
728.060 00
Mortgage
Loans,
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
i
387
J8Mjj
394,500
00
J. Glenwood Wirier, Bcwdoin '16,
mouth, N. H., for a few days’ vaca Collateral Loans,
30,000 00
Many Phillips people have chrome tion.
has been elected alumni editor of
stocks arirl Be^ds.
$7,502.6731
22.337,671 7" Total Liabilities and Surplus.
Cash in Office and Bank.
H A R R Y F. BEEDY & CO..
1.621.666 82
appendicitis (which is not very pain
the Bowdoin Orient.
Mrs.. I. H. Buker and Mrs.
Bert Agents’ Ralanoes,
Agents, Phillip**. ™e'
2,879.728 93
Bills Receivable,
9.816 47
Friday, Miarch 12, Mrs. Jai>
P. ful) and think it is just bowel or Conamt are visiting relatives in Fram Interest
and Rents,
265,766 86
Seme have doc ingham and New Bedford, Mas®.
All o' her A ssets.
Mitchell pleasantly observed her 93rd stomach trouble.
tored for years for gas on the stom
Cress Assets.
$28.167.160 78
Mrs. Jesse Whitney and daughter
People Say T o Us
ach, sour, stomach or
constipation Glen were recent guests of Mrs. Deduct items not admitted.
1.213.051 32
“ I cn11not cat, this or that food, it do<*
Germs of Disease should be prompt
and E. H. Whitney states if they will Bert Vining.
not agree with me.” Our advice to
Admitted Assets,
$26,064.099 46
ly expelled from U e blood.
This is
all of thorn is to take a
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
try simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
Gladys
Warren
was
a
guest
of
Min
a time when the system is especially
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 1,654,270 34
etc., as compounded in Adler-i-ka, the nie Bukeir Sunday.
Unearned Premiums.
16,261,453 23
%!% c s w a 8 i L
Dy spepsia
susceptible to them..
Get rid of nil
All other Liabilities,
1.005.272 7*
■ jS S 2 3 s £ m
T a b le t
Corma.il appendicitis remedy,
they
Bert Vining is sawing wood with Cash
Capital.
2 .000.01 0 00
impurities, in, the bleed by taking
Surplus over all Liabilities,
7.043 103 12
will be surprised at h e QUICK ben his gasoline engine.
baiore and after each meal. 25c a box.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla', and t’ us fortify
efit.
A SINGLE DOSE stops these
$26,954,099 46
Lawrence Whitney has returned to Total Liabilities and Surplus,
your whole body and prevent illness.
R. H . Preble, Phillip».
FURBISH & HERRICK, Agents.
troubles INSTANTLY.
Somerville, Mass.
M a r r ’e D rug Store, Ferminflton.
Rangeley, M e

RAISED $6,000 In
18 MINUTES

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
j
Mattresses,
Pillows,
C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M.D.

Attorney - at - Law

D r. W . J. Carter,

M A IN E

A “SOJER,” NOT
TRAVELLING MAN

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A R C H 25, 1915.

DANGER IN DELAY

NO BANNERS ON
AUTOMOBILES

be his best friend, providing the fight
DYS-PEP-LETS MAKE \J d
is open and above board. That’s all
FORGET YOUR STOMACH
be asks.
Fight fair and he respects
- ______
your right to prefer some
other
They give so much digestive comfort.
friend to him for the job.
That of
Made from one of the finest formulas Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
ever devised, including pepsin, bis
itself is a quality which makes a ma
Fop Phillips People to Neglect
No Underhand Politics for Adju a man; that’s why men who may Smith Takes Exceptions to the muth, rhubarb, mint and other car
minatives and digestives often pre
have been against him in the past
scribed by physicians. Sweet and
tant General Presson
Auto Pennants.
pleasant to take, prompt in effect.
are with him today and were with
The great danger o f kidney troubles
A clergyman writes: “I And Dyshim during his ■candidacy for the of
pep-lets extremely neat, pleasant is that they so often get a firm hold
before the sufferer recognizes them.
and efficacious.”
Fishing a cigar from
lids vest fice of adjutant general.
Why not invest ten cents in a band- Health will be gradually undermined.
There’s
another
thing
which
has
pocket the man with the
genial
Smith of Hampden is a very some aluminum trial box? You’ll be Backache, headache, nervousness, lamesure to like them, and they will do ne&s, soreness, lumbago, urinary troub
face and the bald bead lighted it, made him many friends and which thoughtful man, says the
Bangor you a vast amount of good.
les, dropsy, gravel and Bright’s disease
in News.
walked across the hotel office and brought him many supporters
He wouldn’t have the sum
may follow as the kidneys get worse.
it was the attitude he mer visitor who plugs into
settled himself in a chair, prepara this contest.
Don’ t neglect, your kidneys. Help the
Maine
took jn 1911, when Maine had a dem ia an automobile spending money for
kidneys with Doan’s Kidney Pills which
tory to a comfortable smoke.
are so strongly recommended right
“Evening, General,” said a gen ocratic administration.
tho.se gay colored pennants as are so
j here in Phillips.
At
that
time
Maine’s
adjutant
gen
often seen flying from the wind
tleman in the next chair.
“ I suffered from kidney trouble for
appointed shields and top stanchions of auto
years and at times was hardly able to
“General! Hell,” exclaimed
an eral was Elliott C. Dili,
get about,” says John W. Kennedy of
other who was within hearing, to in 1909 by Governor Fernald upon mobiles.
Phillips. ‘ ‘The action of my kidneys
the
resignation
of
General
Farnham.
was irregular. Al.hough 1 doctored
Everyone knows what these pen
his companion, ‘‘how some drummers
Immediately upon the election
in nants are— those long narrow things
|and took different medicines, I wasn’ t
do like titles!”
On Proposed Charter for the ! helped. Finally someone advised me
His guess was wrong in both in ' 1912 of Governor Pialsted demo- done in brown, or red, or blue or
I to take Doan’s Kidney Pills and I got
stances.
It wasn’t General
Hell; j erats began to talk of a successor some other color with the names of
Oquossoc Light & Power Co. j some at Cragin’ s Drug Store (now
Itc General Dill and they talked of towns on them.
Preble’s Drug Store). They helped me
They have grown
neither was the man addressed as
Some of them interviewed to be so popular with automobilists
in every way. They seemed to clear
General a drummer.
He was a sure ; Pressed.
my system o f uric acid poison and they
|the Farmington gentleman. His ans that, in the summertime, it is no un
enough soldier man, for the person
The hearing on the proposed char also relieved t he pairs ”
wer was brief, but positive. ‘ ‘1 will common sight to see 20 of them on
was George McL. Presson of FaorPrice 50c, at all.dealers. Don’ t sim
ter for thie Oquossoc Light & Power
j not,” lie told them.
He positively one car.
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Hgton, adjutant general of Maine;
Co,, which proposes to supply the Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that Mr.
declined to be a candidate against
a bang u p ' soldier, first class jewel
Smith of Hampden doesn’t want town of Rangeley with- light
and Kennedy had.
Foster-Milburn
Co.,
|General Dill, feeling, as he said, that
er and A. No. 1, business man. He
them around.
He wouldn’t prevent power was a prolonged one.
j Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hon,
it was important to the guard that
had just come from supper and the
their sale, but he would put a stop F. E. Timbertatke opened tlhie hearing
he should be retained as its head.
man beside whom he sat down in
to their use unless they were tied for the proponents.
He said there
Again, last year, be declined to so securely- they couldn’t flap and
the office of the Augusta House was
was
a
iigluting
system,
at this time
Lieut. Butcher, U. S. A., detailed at , enter the contest until assured that snap and flutter in the auto-gener there, but it was inadequate. It nev
General
Greenlaw
would
not
be
ap
that time as instructor to second
ated breezes.
v
er could he satisfactory
because
Maine regiment, now on duty in the pointed adjutant general by Gover
He put an act into the house Tues gasoline engines were employed to
nor Curtis.
Upon receiving tins as
South.
day that would stop tine flying of drive tine dynamos.
H,e told tine
Just the same the guesser
was surance he announced his candidacy. these decorations.
Not only does story of previous companies. He said
not to be blamed.
The last thing The attitude which he had taken in the act prohibit the use of the pop this charter gave the new company
Copper City, B. ., March 8.
in the world of wiluieh either would 1912 towards General Dill and that ular decoration, but if au automobile right to secure power far its plant
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
assumed
toward
General
Greenlaw
have been suspected was being a
on the Fourth of July or on Memor at the outlet of Rangeley lake or
Replying to your question in Feb
soldier Their dress wa.s every day won him the friendship of the sup ial day wished to have a small A- Igo to Kennebago stream and estab
ruary 18th issue of Maine Woods ask
porters
of
has
two
immediate
pre
and their whole attitude that of the
merican flag tied to the wind-shield; lish a plant.
In the past an effort ing if weasel climb trees I will say
plain, business man.
T o give their decessors and they did all in their rods, it would be unlawful to display ' was made to establish such a plant
that weasel (or the white ermine) do
business as traveling salesmen would j powere to bring about his appoint- the national colors.
The Smith bill at Long Pond, but it was inadequate climb trees as readily as a marten
'ment
and
each
and
every
one
was
have been the idea of 99 out of 100
says so.
because of smallness of the water Ior squirrel, as I run a long line of
announcement
strangers. It was a fine example of delighted when the
slied.
A large number of citizens tree sets for marten heTe in
This
act
provides
“
that
it
shall
the
had
how little the genuine military man j was made that the Governor
of Rangeley appeared to advocate mountains, as the snow gets so deep
be
unlawful
to
display
any
flags,
of today parades around in
gold 1selected Major Presson to the adjut- banners or other emblems from au tine bill.
on the high ranges that no other
lace. He wears the uniform when j ant general.
set
is practical.
tomobiles unless the same are
se
Hon. Wallace H. White and Wal
That he will make good is agreed
on duty. The duty concluded
lie
curely attached at both ends
and ter PI. Sawyer of Lewiston appeared I I caught 80 ermine or white weasel
shucks off the feathers of war and |by all; that he will hold the good drawn tight so as to prevent their
in behalf of tine Union Water Power in these tree sets during last trap
will of officers and men is also as
dorns the habiliments of civil life.
flying to the breeze.”
Co. of that dity to object to the ping season and 63 this season. Many
It has well been said that the sented to and, above all there is no
Of
course,
if
any
one
wants
to
fly
Kennebago stream portion of the bill, of these tree sets are 12 or 14 feet
clothes do not make the man and by one in the National guard of the
22
a banner or a pennant or an emblem, because it would affect their stor from the ground and I caught
State
of
Maine
but
feels
absolutely
the same token
it requires
more
weasels
the
first
trip
over
the
line
age
rights
on
the
Androscoggin
river.
he
could
do
so,
ev4i
though
the
than a uniform and title to make a .sure that, no matter what circum
stances may arise, General Presson Smith bill might go into effect, but Mr. Sawyer told the committee that this fall, when there were only about
soldier.
he would be liable to a fine of not a sufficient power foir tine companies’ 18 inches of snow, so they hid to
George Presson is a soldier wheth will be absolutely fair and impartial
less than five dollars nor more than needs oculd be developed at Long climb the trees to get into the traps.
i
in
his
decision.—
Sam
E.
Conner
in
er called major, colonel, general or
Thomas L. Elliott,
Harry R. Virgin of Portland
ten dollars for “ each
offense.’’ Pond.
awgeant.
All the officers and men Lewiston Journal.
Whether “each offense” means each also opposed the same feature of the
The
Copper
River Trapper.
of the second infantry will tell you
banner or emblem, the bill doesn’t bill, because it would injure property
that.
He is a good soldier because R A T T L E S A N D A N T L E R S F A I L TO
of the Kennebago Improvement Co.,
say.
he loves the game.
Because
of
S H O W AGE OF A N IM A L S .
at tlie foot of Kennebago falls.
According
to
Representative
Smith
this love he has worked.
It is the
why
ivork which has landed’ him in. his Scientists Claim Theory Regarding himself, there is good reason
this bill he offered Tuesday should
Snakes and Deer Is T otally
present position and which won for
be passed.
He says there
have
him the distinction of being one of
Erroneous.
been no end of horses frightened
■— ... — ..... .. ... .
the best soldiers in the
National
by gaily decorated automobiles when
Guard of Maine.
A couple of more fond beliefs have
Quincy, Mass., March 15, 1915.
From the first day he
entered ; beam knocked in the head by the un they wouldn’t have even looked at a
It is
the service lie has studied. In this sentimental scientists'—that the age modestly attired machine.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
way the Adjutant General prepared 1of a rattlesnake can be told by the because horses have become fright
You will find enclosed $1.00 and
The Livermore Falls Gun Club had
himself for the position which lie no' j number of has rattles, and that a ened and the drivers of horses have a trap sh-oot Monday for the Fred please renew my subscription for the
holds, although it is safe to say that 1deer’s spam of life is accurately re- been in danger of being maimed or, Gilbert 20th anniversary prize offer Maine Woods.
With pleasure I look
a: the start this was not the ambit ! counted by the number of points in perhaps, of losing their Lives, that ed by the Dupont powder company forward from week to week for the
Mr. Smith has presented tills bill.
I find
ion which fired him to work. Gen ! Inis antlers.
and open to all the gun clubs in the arrival of the little paper.
The Legislature may adjourn
in country.
very much in it that is interesting.
eral Presson gave time a.nd thought
As the Zoological Society Bulletin
two weeks.
If it does, then there
to military work because lie was in says:
The high wind seriously interfer Wishing you success, I remain.
will have to be some lively bustling ed with the shooting and kept the
Very truly yours,,
terested; also it was bis nature. For
‘‘The largest rattier may have few
to get this bill through.
Wliether scores down lower than had been an
C. F, PettengiiU
the same reason he worked hard as rattles and a small one twice
the
or not. the M. A. A. and the A. A. ticipated.
a business man, and built up a first number of a big one.
The scores:
A. come down to fight it together
class jewelry business in FarmingC. Hall, 98.
Many People In This Town
‘‘He grows three a year. At birth with the souvenir manufacturers reton, where he lias a store that, for
Sam Coolidge, 90.
never really enjoyed a meal until
the
rattlesnake
has
a
tiny
button
1
mains
to
be
seen.
Anyway,
Smith
size and completeness of
stock,
Dr. C. M. Robinson, 84.
we advised them to take a
where Ms rattles are ultimately to of Hampden who has been working
equals a big city establishment.
Arthur Driscoll, 80.
Therefore, at the end of the on the proposition for a fortnight is
It wasn’t long after his entrance be.
Dr. G. H. Rand, 76.
into the second regiment of infant first year—if he should live— he going to fight for it.
W. F. Sawtelle, 72.
before and after each meal. Sold only
ry (the present coast artillery corps would be, according to theory, three
A. Aiden, 66.
by us—25c a box.
years
old;
or
perhaps
three
and
a
was then an infantry organization)
A. Allen, 60.
half,
if
one
considers
tine
button
as
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
J. H. McCarthy, 58.
that he began to attract attention.
Marr's Drug Store, Farmington.
Arthur Simmonds, 50.
In due time he became major of the tile nucleus of another rattle.
‘‘It is quite probable that
the
first battalion, which position
he
hold at the tiqie of his appointment rattles increase in number for a cer
Sfi Adjutant general.
In that pos tain number of years; remain that
ition he made good and was recog number during another period of
Hon. E. P. Ricker o f the Poland
nized as one of the best field of years and then degenerate as the
Springs
House says that Maine is to
snake attains its longevity.
ficers of the guard.
have the biggest summer business the
‘‘The degeneration of the antlers state has ever known, says the Portland
This was not strange.
In a'dditi°n to being thorough and mastering ol a male deer presents a less be Press. If any man knows about such
311 details of the work General Pres wildering problem, inasmuch as it is things it is Mr. Ricker and his predic
son Is one of those likable,
good- possible to prove beyond doubt, that tions should chirk us up a bit.
no
natured, big-hearted men who make the points on ills antlers have
hearing
whatever
on
his
Age.
friends and hold them. It is pos
“ In the first place several species No Use to T r y and W ear Out Your
sible that he gets angry, but those
Cold it W il l W e a r You Out
who have seen him in that state are may be reared in captivity with as
Instead.
1
cattle,
extremely few.
Another thing
is much certainty as domestic
^at he doesn’t permit political dif and therefore the recovery of the
Thousands
keep
on
suffering
ferences or a poiitical fight interrupt shed antlers before they are destroy Coughs and Colds through neglect
Personal friendship.
You may op ed either by decay or the teeth of ard delay.
Why make yourself
pose him for office and continue to rodents is an assured fact.
an easy prey to serious ailments and
‘‘With such means no other testi epidemics as the result of a neglect
-------------------------------------------mony need be presented than two ed Cold?
Coughs and Colds
sap
Growing Children
series of antlers, one from an Ameri ycur strength and vitality
unless
frequently need a food tonic and tissue
can wapti and the other from
an checked in the early stages.
Dr.
builder for their good health.
axis deer.
King’s New Discovery is what you
need—the first dose hellos.
Your
S texod U L Olive o n
Em ulsion
head
clears
up,
you
breathe
freely
M aine W ood* W ill Keep You In
containing H ypo phosphites
and you feel so much better.
Buy
and Game Laws of the State. 8ub
is the prescription for this.
a bottle to-day and start taking at
R. H. Preble. Phillips.
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
once.
Marr's Drug Store, Farmington.

TIMBERLAKE
OPENS HEARING

WEASELS HAD
TO CLIMB TEEES

LIVERMORE^
GUN CLUB

INTERESTED IN
MAINE WOODS

SAYS MAINE IS TO
HAVE BIG SUMMER

|

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Stevens of
Farmington were the week-end guests
of Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin.
Mrs. C. W. Taggart of Wintlirop
entertained 18 guests last Wednesday
evening at a Saint Patrick’s day
party.
The house was very beauti
fully decorated in green with a pro
fusion of shamrocks, cut flowers and
Irish flags.
German whist was en
joyed, Mi&s Attalie Gale and
Mrs.
Alice Penndman winning the
first
prizes and Mrs. Zadie Sturtevant the
consolation.
Each guest received an
Irish favor concealed in a
sham
rock napkin.
Ices, fancy crackers,
nuts and Shamrock
candies were
served.
The next regular meeting of King’s
Daughters is postponed on account of
the speaking contest which occurs on
that evening.
Hon. Joseph C. Holman’s birth
day anniversary was observed
on
Tuesday, March 16, with a dinner
party at the Holman residence in
Farmington, which was attended by
eleven relatives and friends. A fea
ture was the'birthday cake with its
lighted candles.
Mr. Holman has
been ill for several months, but has
now so far recovered that he has
been up-town this week, much to
the pleasure of his many friends.
Miss Esther Gilman, the W.
C.
T. U., State worker, Who was with u
a year ago, and gave a reading, will
be in town the first of the week.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock
in
tl.e Methodist church she will speak
tc the children of the
community,
and all people are invited.
In the
evening she will speak at the Union
church.
At the meeting last Friday even
ing of the Jr. O. U. A. M., there
was a good attendance and seven
new members were taken into the
order with more on the way. It was
voted to see about having a larger
hall.
The following officers were
installed by Past State
Councillor,
G L. Lakin: Councillor, C. E. Derry;
Vice Councillor, G. W. Grover; Rec-

Sec., E. A. Webber; Ass’t. Rec Sec.,
M. S. Hutchins; Fin. Sec., H. V.
Leavitt; Treas., E. V. Holt; Warden,
W. R. Booker; Conductor,
Alfred
Morton; I. S., H. G. Lakin; O. S.,
F. C. White; representative to State
Council, M. S. Hutchins. The meet
ings are the first and third Friday
of each month.
Miss Kathleen Noble has been the
guest of Miss Pierian Wheeler
in
Rockport for the past two weeks.
Mrs. Floyd Parker and little son
of Stratton are visiting relatives in
town.
Revalo Warren is assisting as clerk
for E. R. Toothaker.
Mrs. Raymond Ross returned from
Boston Monday night, where she has
been for a week dr more past to
visit her son, DeBerna Ross who is
in the hospital there.
The Christmas Present club was
entertained this week by Mrs. D. F.
Field.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. N. H. Hamden will entertain
in three weeks.
Mrs. H. H. Field and daughter Dor
othy will go to Boston next Monday
for a week or os.
Mrs. J. Blaine
Morrison also goes for a visit with
her parents in South Framingham,
Mass.
George Dunham has moved his fam
ily into one of Selden Keene’s rents
on Main street.
Wendell and Muriel Berry came to
Phillips with their father, H. H. Ber
ry on lijs business trip last week and
have been visiting their grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hinds the
past week.
Charles K. Jewett of North
Jay
visited his family in Phillips recent
ly.
Mrs. Jewett and little son have
spent the winter in Phillips with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hanscom
Mrs. F. B. Sweetser has sold her
farm in Farmington and will move
back to Phillips and occupy a rent
in the Dill house on Amble St. HSr
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
W. O. Steward will also accompany
her.

To arrive this week a large
shipment of

HATHAWAY

C lo th in g ' S to r e

D. F. H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k ,

P H illip s , M e .
\

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

THE SHOPPING CENTER OF PHILLIPS
In
GARMENTS, DRY G O O D S, SHOES AND RUBBERS

The Sedgeley Store

Mrs. M. M. Tarr of
Farmington
iwent to Dryden this week for a visit
With her father, John Pickens, whom
she found very comfortable, notwith
standing some trouble with his one
remaining foot.
Mr. Pickens was
99 years old last December.
Hon. James Morrison attended the
meeting of Pilgrim Commandery in
Farmington Friday evening of last
week.
Rev. W. C. Beedy of
Livermore
came to Phillips Wednesday noon for
a day or two.
He will
return
home by team, taking the horse that
his son Harold has been keeping
for several weeks.
Charles Bean of Portland came to
Phillips this week to get his auto
mobile that be was obliged to leave
here in the fall.
Ray Hinkley has purchased
the
H. L. Goodwin house on Dodge stree
owned by Fred Ross and win occupy
it soon.
.

LARGE

SMALL

TALL

SHORT

O ur coa ts are d e s ig n e d t o m eet th e requirem ents of
all typ es o f w om en .
Sizes 14 to

18

and

34 t o 45

A lad y fr o m W eld c a m e in to o u r sto re th is winter
and sa id : “ I b o u g h t a su m m er c o a t o f y ou last year and
it w ore so w e ll th a t I am g o in g t o b u y a w in te r coat of
y ou t o d a y .” T h a t is th e w a y w e lik e to h ea r ou r custom*
ers talk a b o u t th e g o o d s . W e t r y to b u y and sell goods
th a t g iv e s a tisfa ctio n .
Compare the $7.98 coats sold by city mail order houses with
the coats that we sell for $7.50 and see which are the best.
W e have coats and suits this spring in prices to suit all,
Coats $4.50, $5, $6, $7, $8, $9, $10. $11, $12, $13, $15, $11.
Suits $8, $9, $ 10, $ 12, $13.50, $15, $20.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
So delicious are the canned peach
es and pineapple at Edgar R. Tooth
aker ’s one would almost
imagine
they were eating home canned fruit.
Sedgeley & Company are showing
a line of new Colonial pumps and
rubber soled Oxfords for ladies.
Wheelbarrows at the Phillips Hard
ware store.
You will need one to
assist in cleaning up your lawn
this spring.
Baby carriages in all styles at the
store of C. F. Chandler & Son.

a

P. S. All mail and telephone orders delivered free.
N O T E . A . R . Sedgeley’ s Rock Maple Syrup at our store $1.25.

♦ HOSE *

fine

At D. F. Hoyt’s.
The
Saranac
oii-tanned gloves for the man who
wishes service.
Will not
harden
when wet.
Always soft and pliable.

For Ladies,'!
and Children
/ 7t iMisses

Try Preble’s own concoction,
a.
tonic of beef, iron and wine that will
help that tired feeling.

COTTON, LISLE AND SILK

«

BLACK, WHITE AND TAN

2 f o r 25c, 25c, 50c, $1.00

Mrs. B. M. Perkins announces her
millinery opening on April 2nd and
3rd.
Trimmed and untrimmed hats
and millinery novelties.

#

THE KIND THAT WEAR
B u tte ric K

George Bean has just received a
fresh line of radishes, lettuce, pars
nips, Florida oranges
and grape
fruit.

e .

P a tte r n s

in

S to c K

M. HOYT.

N o . 2 , B e a l B l o c k , P H illip s , M e .

F a r m e r s ' Tel.
—

A G r e a t L in e

EASTER MILLINERY OPENING
!

You are cordially invited to in
spect my display of trimmed and
untrimmed
hats and Millinery
Novelties*on F R ID A Y and S A T 
U R D A Y April 2nd and 3rd.

M RS. B. M. P E R K IN S ,
Phillips,

M aine.

Breakfast Foods, Teas, Coffees, Cocoas

TOOTHAKER’S CASH

j

f 4 Per Cent Interest
Rates o f interest on the
best grade o f bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Phillips National Bankf
PHILLIPS,

■

MAINE

L O’ O K *"1

■

\

Dollar Shirts

on our shelves by the time you
read this.

At T h e

Mary S. GrosweH, M. D., D. O.,
of Farmington gave an address to
the Camp Fire Girls and others
Tuesday evening at the
Parish
House.
Wednesday morning she ad
dressed a mothers’ meeting at the
same place.
Both mieetings
were
well attended.
W. L. Butler of Farmington was in
town this week.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Butler attended the auto show in.
Boston.

C. M. Hoyt is showing
line of long kimonas.

f o o t w e a r if o r is p r in g ^

This includes several w e l l
known makes like BELGRADE,
REGAL, RALSTON, and,n large
proportion have the rubber fsole
and heel.
Rubber soles and heels on
shoes wear as long as leather and
a r e much more comfortable.
Try a pair and be convinced.
$3.50 $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, black or
russet.

M A R C H 25, 1915.

A. G. Cronklftte, tibe jeweler has
the Ansco cameras and the Cyko
paper for developing.

Announcing our new line of

I

M A IN E ,

M Y

\

3 L oa v es f o r 25 C en ts

j

d elivered

at

R iv er and R a n g e le y Lakes

¡WARD’S
j

P E E L E D SP R U C E A N D FIR

an y p o in t on line o f Sandy

B R E A D

■

Wanted
P u lp w o o d

T ry

STORE

R a ilroa d .
H A L E Y & F IE L D
Phillips,

Maine

at

S B F A N ’S
' Phillips,

Me. *

High Grade

Watch Repairing
Olive Oil— Flesh Bui|der
One of the beat known and most reliable
tissue builders,

a w e . “ S

WE DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WE DO IT WELL

containing Ilypophosphites

is both a flesh builder and nerve tome.
Pleasant to take. Easy to digest.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PH ILLIPS, ME.

!

